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Environmental activity is one of the top priorities for the Holding of  RAO  UES (Unified Energy
System of the Russian  

Federation). The Holding's governing body has approved the fundamental documents on Natural
Resources Management and Environmental Protection, namely «Environmental Policy of  RAO
UES» and Concept and Major Trends of Realization of Environmental Policy of  RAO  UES. Energy
companies of the Holding conduct practical activities for perfecting their environmental perform-
ance.

The book we present to you is produced as part of "The Implementation Program of Environmental
Policy of  RAO  UES" and represents basic aspects of environmental action taken by energy compa-
nies of the Holding as seen by in dependant environmental organizations.*

We consider publishing of this book to be an significant and essential step in aligning the positions
of independent environmental organization with those of the energy companies of  RAO  UES, and
also in conducting united search for ways to reduce the impact of electric power objects on nature and
preserve a wholesome environment.

Currently a major action is taken to secure continuity in managing the environment after the
reforms of  RAO  UES. A  multipartite Agreement entitled «The Environmental Policy in Electric
Power Industry» is to be signed by  Minpromenergo RF, Federal Agency for Energetics (Rosenergo),
RAO  UES,  JSC «Angecy for electric power balance forecasts» (ZAO «APBE») and the Coalition of
independent environmental organizations.

This will allow to render a unified vision of environmental issues of power energetics, define the
priorities and challenges of cooperative action and their implementation, promote steady evolution
of energetics that is environmentally and economically efficient.

Head of Department
of Environmental Policy  
of  OAO  RAO  UES,
General Director of  ZAO «APBE» I.Kozhukhovsky

Head of Environmental 
Department of  ZAO «APBE», 
Deputy Head of Work group
for Environmental Policy of  RAO  UES O.Novosyolova

General Director
of Center of Energy efficiency UES A.Konev
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* Authors' opinion may differ from  RAO  UES position.
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I
n many corners of our immense Motherland
the housing service offices till now have
cheerful tradition of switching�off hot

water in the summer time. It promotes not only
mass improvement of crockery washing skills,
but also general intimacy of people. When, if
not in the "cold" summer weeks, busy person
can find time to drop in the former schoolmate
to talk on the life and to drink a cup of tea?
Communication becomes twice more pleasant if
old friend is the happy owner of gas water
heater. However long�awaited washing in a
shower sometimes represents rather uneasy
occupation – after all the gas pressure in the
water heater sometimes varies unexpectedly,
and it should be adjusted manually. And it
needs only to be mistaken with heating or
water head, and heart�rending calls for help
start to be heard from bathroom instead of tra-
ditional "toreador, go bravely in the fight".
Someone will tell: «What can be easier? You
wish to increase or reduce water head —
increase or reduce a flame correspondingly. It
is enough to warn about the intentions the one
who is near a water heater." But experienced
power engineer, having heard such speeches,
will only grin bitterly in gray�haired mous-
taches, and his eyes will be filled with
inescapable grief. In fact nobody calls in a boil-
er�house before switching on or switching off
hot water at home, weather reluctantly reveals
the plans for the next weeks or months, people
do not warn about intention to move to another

city. Therefore nobody knows exactly what
heat and electric power consumption will be in
several years.

Peculiarity of energetics development is invest-

ment in installations which will operate not less

than 50 years, and thus will depend not only on

development, but also will determine this future,

limiting it in case of mistake or pushing it in per-

spective direction in case of true arrangement of

priorities and choice of design decisions. For

power engineers as for nobody in economy it is

important "to guess" the future.

And in fact boiler�houses, power stations,
power transmission poles, transformer substa-
tions and other facilities which our grandsons
will use, should be built already today, because
cost of this construction is serious, and terms of
recovery is up to tens years. And any investor,
leaving his billions for many years, wishes to be
assured that the constructed installation will be
demanded. The question, which he should
answer, is the problem of long�term forecast and
simultaneously is the most important and most
complicated. Because nobody knows the exact
answer to this question. Nobody.

Someone will object: «What are these
thinkers writing here... Everything is elemen-
tary. It is necessary to build everywhere and
quicker. First, the antediluvian energy infra-
structure in country suburbs has one foot in the
grave — it is necessary to update it. Second, eco-
nomic growth begins at last — and how economy
can grow without energy? Third, there is a plen-
ty of gas — heat everybody and shine as you like.
Fourth, factories are under construction — and
how production can exist without power supply?
Here it is not necessary to think, but to build! No
one country in the world, except...» Let’s stop to
hurry up. So: suburbs, growth of economy, a
plenty of gas, necessity to provide new factories
with energy.

Skeleton map shown below is completed by addition

of parameters of population growth�decrease,

growth�decrease of engineering equipped areas

(building zones and roads) and growth�decrease of

power consumption. Thus it is possible to get evident

view on tendencies, which will have long�term conse-

quences for development. Nenets, Yamal�Nenets

and Hunty�Mansy districts will keep growth tendency
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due to oil extraction development, capital regions

(Moscow and St.�Petersburg) — due to their status.

The demographic will be the major factor of growth in

Caucasus. Belgorod region and Krasnodar territory

have favorable combinations of all complex of factors

for growth. But, as water in communicant vessels,

the human and industrial material required for growth

points development, is taken mainly from the neigh-

boring regions, especially agrarian. Kemerovo and

Novosibirsk regions incorporate development poten-

tial of the south of Western Siberia. The majority of

Chernozem area regions lose their potential, which

only partially flows into industrial centers of Tula,

Lipetsk, Voronezh and Belgorod regions. The reces-

sion tendency in the Far East exists evenly. 

Change of the future structure of population concen-

tration inside the regions will submit to the general

law of tightening the available human potential to the

most developed and comfortable units. Therefore

polarization of landscape will accrue. The majority of

experts supports the opinion that most likely there

will be no return to regular interval�extensive use of

space in Russia

Now about suburbs of the country. It is nec-
essary to note that inhabitants of these suburbs
will agree undoubtedly with the stated objection
– they, as well as all normal people, wish to
believe that during fierce winter their houses
are heated by modern and reliable equipment.
However the country is not an apartment where
it is possible to unscrew suddenly all filament
lamps and to replace them with more modern
gas�discharge lamps. It
is more expedient to
develop energetics in
regions where growth on
the basic development
indicators was shown up,
instead of regions where
energy consumption will
be still at the same level
for a long time. Tundra
has not enough inhabi-
tants. Therefore the
investor as well, as his
grandsons, most likely
will not live till happy
day when construction
of the modern power
supply system in tundra
will pay its way. It is also
necessary to note, that
even if Bill Gates will
lodge in magnificent

national Chukchi house with mink oriental car-
pet on earthen floor, and will pay one million
dollars a month for the light there will be any-
way many dissatisfied people not only from
reindeer breeders. They will state their discon-
tent hundred years after when all of us will have
to pay for the disturbance of fragile Arctic
ecosystem, which is world kitchen of weather.
And we will have to pay. Fifteen thousand
deaths of heat to France, flood in good old
England or tornado on the Red Square is not
only fascinating watching of news release, but
also million worth losses. 

Now about economy gain. What it will be is
still in the air. More precisely, economists draw
it on the diagram. Behind are extreme jumps,
and ahead is continuous growth? Interesting…
Besides, what will be the sources of economy
growth? The industrial stage of development is
already passed in the developed countries of the
world, Brazil with China (the potential con-
sumer of our electricity) most likely will go
another way. The future growth will base not on
power�intensive heavy machines, but on hi�tech
grain�size devices, capable to be recharged from
heat of the human palm. Wherever the nan-
otechnology break will happen – in Russia or in
neighboring countries — people in any case will
begin to use modern devices without depend-
ence of their production technologies origin –
our or foreign. Before being guided by increase
of demand for aluminum or cast iron, it is nec-
essary to think about future necessity of alu-
minum bowls or cast�iron smartphones.
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The economy need for resources in 20�30 years can

be assessed differently. Optimism of uniform growth

forecast is not proved by realities of the last fluctua-

tions. Besides Russia we can refer to the situation in

neighbor countries. China obviously plans to turn

curtail to postindustrial road. The boom of alternative

power is already registered in Celestial country. What

can we do with plans to send powerful energy flows

there?

And finally — global warming. Even without
green "scary tales", warming Russia can start to

echo old biological student chastooshka: "There
were cranberry and cloudberry, and will be date
and almonds …", and power engineers already
now should solve pragmatic question — how
much heat will be necessary for Russians during
winter time in 5�10�20�30 years, and so how
much heat they will buy. 

Now about gas abundance. There is really a lot
of gas. Much. But, as everybody knows, the price
for it will grow in the near future. Nevertheless,
the words "to construct thermal power station"
and "to construct gas thermal power station" till
now are synonyms in many brains. 

As practice shows the energy prices do not grow

proportionally to the general prices rise, because

the general costs and losses of fuel resources

should go down. We can understand what will be

the price of different energy carriers tomorrow if we

listen to Gazprom press�services representatives,

who are tired to repeat that the price for the internal

consumer should be equal to the price at the

European market minus transportation expenses.

We don’t need to show diagrams of oil price and oil

futures in this book, because they grow as mush-

rooms after the rain. But for the forecast of electric

power industry development not only prices rise,

but also changes in their correlation are important.

The Government of the country declares the elec-

tric power as the strategic purpose to ensure equal

profitability of fuel components, but this purpose is

hardly achievable quickly if it is achievable at

all.And black oil and coal — which stocks surpass

stocks of all other hydro-

carbons taken together –

seems to be out of fashion.

Apart from alternative

energy sources which, if we

trust statistics, is almost

ten times more than the

forecast of power balance.

On the diagram presented

it is possible to estimate

mistakes in power balance

forecast for 2005 made in

2003. There are two

columns with forecast

(more light) and actual

value for each balance

clause. Figures show the

percentage of forecast

mistake. We emphasize

that it is a question of mis-

takes only for two�year

forecast. 
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"Ecologically responsible development of economy of Russia: directions of
movement and risks on this way" — V.V.Gavrilov, Ministry of economic develop-

ment and trade of Russia, 5.10.2007.

«Divergence of the power balance in 2005 from its opti-
mistic forecast from 2003 (million t.o.e., %) 

Source — Grigoriev L.M., Salihov M.R. 
Power balance of Russia: analysis and estimation.

Economic review, March 2007, №6.
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Besides the thesis "there is a plenty of" is rather
doubtful. Any of us, while reading Gogol, would be
surprised if Pulheria Ivanovna, gone down to a cel-
lar and having become crazy of the abundance seen
there, would began to rake up all pots from the
shelves, knock on the floor and eat all mixed pick-
les and jam by hands directly from the floor. There
are options to choose –think and then choose. If
there is a plenty of – keep it. Minerals can wait for
its hour under ground. 

And finally about not constructed factories.
The advantage of the factory (as well as its necessi-
ty) is measured with the goods it produces, or — if
we reconcile to the world oil and gas stokehold sta-
tus — by the price on which this goods can be sold
abroad. And problems from the factory are meas-
ured with emissions, health of people from neigh-
boring cities and disturbed ecosystems. And also

due to power stations construction feeding a facto-
ry, and branchy power communications. And may
be it is not necessary to charge the shoulders with
all these problems, being guided only by obstinate
world prices? This could be like situation with that
blonde girl who buys the car to the color of hand-
bag. The handbag will get out of fashion in a
month, and the car with unfashionable color will
remain. 

Not the simplest question during strategic
forecasting: — “Why energy will be necessary?"
Information from the world metals stock
exchanges show lag of aluminum prices rise from
the rise of other metals prices. Prospects of alu-
minum production depend on telephones and
internet installation level (towers, satellites,
optical fiber instead of millions kilometers of
wires), on the fashion for banks or reused bot-

tles. And finally, planes
… In the sky there are
already traffic jams of
Moscow type and people
start to communicate
daily with aged parents
using video. Time when
so many airbuses will not
be necessary is near espe-
cially because their alu-
minum skeletons serve
tens years only with elec-
tronics updating. Federal
H y d r o g e n e r a t i n g
Company (HydroOGK) —
before increasing height
of Boguchan hydroelec-
tric power station dam up
to 208 m. should deeply
think how RUSAL will
pay for it. Probably,
builders of aluminum fac-
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Diagram. Price indexes for basic metals (Jan. 2000=100)
Source — Grigoriev L.M., Salihov M.R. World economy:  oil prices and economic

growth. Economic review, November 2006, iss. 5

"The price of 1 j. of fuel purchase in % 
to the price of 1 j. sale in 1993�2006

The diagram of GNP gain dynamics in four countries —
Brazil, Russia, India, China. The source – 

Grigoriev L.M., Salihov M.R. World economy:  oil prices
and economic growth. Economic review, November 2006, ?
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tories have already decided that hydro builders
will give them energy for half price.

So, in one point it is possible to agree with the
reader who objected to us. In any country of the
world except Russia, people have no necessity to
correct fatal mistakes, but have the opportunity
not to make them. And it is necessary to take
advantage of this opportunity.

Attempt "to guess" the future and to collect it from

particular details is fraught with mistakes in the main

thing. And it cannot be more dangerous mistakes

than mistakes in definition of development direction.

Rules of long�term evolution of integrated technical

systems can be forecasted on the basis of evolution

rules of biosphere, which perfected up its adaptation

mechanisms during millions years. Resource expan-

sion is the most primitive, extensive phase of

progress. Resource abundance (in economy — abun-

dance of energy) blocks selection on efficiency. The

one who has learned to experience inevitable cyclic

recessions of resource maintenance survives in bios-

phere. Evolution gives examples of prosperity on the

base of plentiful resource stream and crashes during

its degradation (even temporary). Exactly during

global congelation epoch when almost all existence

has died out in Europe, future “homo sapiens” has

adapted to use skins of animals as clothes and has

learned to get fire, which is so necessary until now.

The intensive stage of efficiency escalation will be

implemented only on conditions of resources defi-

ciency, sharply aggravating competitive relations

and giving selective advantage to less

resource�intensive systems.

According to economy rules when it is a lot of
resource it cannot be expensive. Aspiration to
adjust market self�regulation on conditions of
cheap resource abundance is attempt to go
against the evolution stream and the result of
such attempt will be macroeconomic blocking of
hi�tech economy segments development.
Something similar has happened in the USSR
when on the background of high oil prices per-
fection of power mechanical engineering was
sharply braked and thermonuclear researches
funding was "cut off". Then they suspended
development of high�temperature gas�cooled
reactors, which could open the road to the wide
spectrum of fuel processing technologies, direct
restoration of iron, production of hydrogen with
acceptable efficiency. Chemothermic reactions
of methane decomposition gave the opportunity
to carry out a distant heat supply with minimal
expenses and getting heat and "output" hydro-
carbon fuel simultaneously. The State did not
drive the whole complex of studied diagrammat-
ic�parametrical decisions to samples, which
allowed to raise efficiency of both organic and
nuclear fuel use. And Western Europe "stran-
gled" by high oil prices has made technological
revolution literally during the decade.

Strategy of generation escalation inevitably
blocks strategy of consumption efficiency
increase and processing the system available
resources to the useful product. Simple genera-
tion escalation is the way to evolutionary dead-
lock.
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The technologists’ tradition to measure eco-
logical risk by sanitary standards is pro-
foundly anthropocentric. The human

being is really everywhere the same, as well as
State Standards and Construction Standards and
Regulations. And tundra ecosystems where the
tractor traces "heals" during years are more vul-
nerable than forests in Amur region. Those read-
ers who watch styles in advertising probably saw
the ecological clip kindly treat by critics in which
on a background of long continuous views of city
streets the breathless off�screen voice repeated
without a stop: "Save a tree, save a pay phone,
save a pen, save a hamburger..." continually
stopping to swallow air. In the end the screen was
filled with a boundless landscape of tropical jun-
gle from height of the bird's flight, and the voice
summed up: "Save Amazon". To all of us it would
be probably useful to ask ourselves the following
question: "Why the clip
about rescue of the river
in South America was
made by residents of
European "peninsula",
located thousand kilome-
ters from there?" Why
Europeans, instead of
Brazilians, decided to
spend heaps of money on
the fashionable director
and expensive special
effects? The answer is
given by sustainability
potential loss map, care-
fully made up by experts.

There are three basic

mechanisms of nature via-

bility ensuring:

— Extensive — through biomass stocks accumula-

tion; 

— Intensive — through growth of biomass unit use

efficiency; 

— Informational — through biodiversity and unifica-

tion of functionally various ecosystem types, which

have higher total viability than each composing ele-

ment. 

Biomass, efficiency and biodiversity – evaluation of

ecosystem sustainability to anthropogenic impact

in different regions and countries of the world is

practically possible on these parameters. The esti-

mation of threats to world development caused by

biosphere sustainability loss was executed on the

basis of data of existed, but already lost nature

ecosystems in each country. During map drawing

up the lands area taken away from biosphere data

were multiplied on estimation of ecosystem sus-

tainability in each country. In order to compare tun-

dra, forests or deserts, their sustainability is

expressed in relative hectares of ecosystems with

average sustainability. For example contribution to

sustainability of Earth biosphere from one hectare

of tropical forest can be equal to 3�5 hectares of

Earth ecosystem contribution. The map presents

how many relative hectares with world average sus-

tainability were lost on every sq.km of the country

area. Readers can estimate how different countries

have "succeeded" in replacement of natural

ecosystems evolutionary adapted to local condi-

tions by "bituminous concrete" of cities and roads

and arable lands.

Germany, which population now actively spon-
sors Greenpeace, during long years of industrial-
ization has had time to convert the most part of its
ecosystem sustainability potential into the hard
cash. And it is not improbable that German gov-
ernment officials sincerely supposed all the time
that they managed to deceive everybody and
secretly chuckled at planet neighbors lagged
behind in economic development. As you can see it
was not possible to deceive destiny, and, having
sold sustainability yesterday, Germany today has
to buy the foreign one. Probably, the day when
Germany will have to pay in addition to neighbors
due percent is near.

Topic about nature sustainability
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For this diagram we used the same data as for the

map presented above. However for clearness we

show the ecosystems sustainability potential that

countries had in the past, and its distribution on

sustainability losses and ecosystem remainder not

used yet. 

We hear the laughter in auditorium — but
authors do not joke at all. This summer TV has
already shown the English farmer ruined by
flooding and sold his house to move to safer
region. Today it is only single curious example
but who can guarantee that in ten years it will
not become the tendency? For the time being the
British still find well�being in the homeland, and
tomorrow, probably, they will have to come to

Russia — only adventurous people and those who
has not enough money to buy habitation in
Russia will stay living on Islands. Actually
Russians are, and there is a reason to think that
tomorrow also will be lucky with weather.
Conversations that the untouched nature does
not cost a kopeck is, as Tamantsev, hero of the
novel "August, 1944" used to say "fables for
defective persons" … and we shall add "… from
badly trained economists". Success chooses wor-
thy persons: we had not time to catch up with our
promptly developing neighbors, but we were
lucky again: there was not serene progress rib-
bon but the stone fence of environmental prob-
lems on the finish line. Today we hold treasure
which cost within next years will only increase.
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The space photo shows the typical picture along the border
of Russia and China on Amur and Sungari rivers:
untouched taiga on the one side and ploughed land – on
another. (Russia is on the right and China is on the left). 

Resources (below) and losses of biosphere sustainability —
hectares of ecosystem with world average sustainability on

sq.km in Germany, China, Russia, USA and Japan. 

Germany China Russia USA Japan



For Russia today it is very important to keep
the status of planetary ecological donor. It is
more expensive than the status of power safety
guarantor because it is more fundamental and
has not regional but literally planetary scale.

To tell the truth, nobody in the world knows
what will happen, if there will be a global bios-
phere disbalance, as well as nobody saw, fortu-
nately, the consequences of global nuclear con-
flict. Perhaps, we frighten you without any
cause, and suddenly everything becomes excel-
lent — pineapples will grow on the birches, and
port will flow from the tap — nobody knows. But
the developed countries for some reason are
ready to pay any money for never to know. 

In the view of all aforesaid there is rather dis-
turbing data which means that in Russian econo-
my till now "someone, somewhere, sometimes"
regards nature protection activity of, for
instance, mentioned Germans only as amuse-
ments of eccentric millionaires having a plenty
of money. Such businessmen and “economy”
officials prefer not to be ruined for manufacture
modernization and as a result each next calorie
consumed by our economy is more and more
expensive for our ecosystems.

For the description of ecological impact level of

country’s economic complex we calculated

amount of atmosphere emissions, polluted

sewage, water and land use, cars exhausts and

waste formation on each ton of used relative fuel.

To get integrated index from six parameters, every

year parameters were reduced the 1993 level

taken as 100 %. Diagram demonstrates that from

1985 till 2006 in Russia consecutive growth of

nature impact is observed at use of one joule of

energy. Decrease of ecological efficiency reflects

process of constant economy on environment. 

Such businessmen act not in a friendly way
while saving on environment belonging equally
to everybody. Ordinary citizens cannot affect
their behavior. To make ashamed is the only way.
Therefore taking this opportunity, we warn that
descendants will consider such working methods
perplexedly. To reduce the expenses by saving on
the general biosphere is the same that to unscrew
bulbs in the common kitchen of the student hos-
tel.

Pollution got to ecosystems can assimilate with,

be accumulated or migrate with streams in the

environment. 

Anabolic potential is the ability of natural system

to assimilate substances involved in biogenic cir-

culation, decompose them and use effectively in

biogeochemical cycles. 

Accumulative potential is the ability to bind and

retain pollution, removing it from biogeochemical

cycles (environment). This mechanism is suitable

not only for "natural" (including heavy metals), but

also for artificially created compounds (polychlo-

rinated byphenyls, benzopyrene, etc.). 

Dilution is dispersion in environment at presence

of the streams allocating pollution from the local

source. 
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Not paying for assimilation of emissions and

sewage, polluter today does not perform the work

that occurs in the nature "by itself". While it is not

much pollution and it comes gradually natural

processes cope with autopurification. Work of

natural purifying systems (ecosystem services)

can be estimated in economic categories, for

example, at cost of the enterprises carrying out

military poisonous substances elimination.

It is also necessary to note that limitation of
nature sustainability does not demand forecast-
ing. Unlike other factors defining power compa-
nies’ development strategy (energy need, con-
centration of energy need, demographic situa-
tion, prices for energy carriers, probability of
success or failure of the thermonuclear program,
etc.), this limitation should also be taken into
account in any case at the choice of any develop-
ment vector. Only development towards environ-
ment impact reduction can be successful for the
mankind – these are the rules, which is impossi-
ble to violate under no circumstances.

For effective refinement from polluted sewage rivers

should flow quickly, actively mixing up and be satu-

rated with live organisms. At the same time it is nec-

essary to reckon with regional and even local peculi-

arities. For example, there is much water in Western

Siberia, but it is cold and flows very slowly, in Kursk

region it is simply not enough water, and in Volga

water suffice (even Caspian Sea level rises), but it is

already very dirty, including because of pollution

accumulation in water basins. 

For estimation of atmosphere autopurification it is

necessary to take into account many parameters.

Forest air is purer not only because of industry

absence; plants absorb not only harmful admixtures,

but also feed on carbonic gas, allocating oxygen (for

those who forgot school biology course).

Important factors of atmosphere autopurification are

precipitations, that is why problems are not so criti-

cal in zones of active cyclones, for example, on sea-

coasts. Nobody cancelled north�the western air

mass transfer in temperate latitudes and concrete

"wind roses" in the cities. In Moscow privileged citi-

zens long since settled in northwest, and automobile

works and oil refineries were constructed on south-

east. In Siberia with its high atmosphere stagnation

and winter ground temperature inversions, designers

of new mega cities should carefully count structure

of power supply. Anticyclones dominate here and

atmosphere accumulates pollution above large cities

during winter months. In such conditions it is neces-

sary to develop coal generation of heat and electric-

ity extremely cautiously.

Soil ecosystems are anthropogenous impacts final

accumulator, in which speed of physical streams is

on several orders slower than speed in atmosphere

and hydrosphere. The ability to bind pollutants

(capacity of ionic exchange and capacity of humus

horizon) plays an important role in soils impact sus-

tainability. Opportunities of substance removal from

the soil are determined by its water regulation and

surface bias. Live substance — soil mesofauna,

namely worms and springtails that ensure intensity of

biological circulation are responsible for pollutants

decomposition.

12 ECOLOGY AND ENERGETICS AT THE TEN TOPICS
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It is appropriate to begin this section with
the comment on general�system principles
work of energetics. We ask professionals

at once to be patient and to forgive us for this
awkward "manual for self�tuition for playing
the guitar". Authors know about improbable
complexity of energy infrastructure, however
it is a theme of another book and for under-
standing of our point of view the reader should
only recall the general provisions.

Actually, the fuel and energy complex does not

produce energy itself, but transform it from the

forms hidden in fuel, and translates it in the form

convenient for us. Of course, it demands costs,

including ecological ones. It is impossible to sim-

ply concentrate energy, in fact energy is already

fixed gradient with the environment, and in order

to increase this gradient it is necessary to spend

some share of energy. In general view this is

exactly the implementation of the law of energy

conservation, i.e. the first law of thermodynamics.

The second law just establishes the payment for

this concentration. In order to get from initial

amount of internal energy of fuel the high quality

energy (electricity) necessary for us we will have

to give up almost two thirds of primary energy in

the usual steam�power cycle. No, it will not be

completely disappeared, in fact we know it from

laws of conservation, but its real power value will

be lowest. That means that coefficient of efficien-

cy of electric power production in this case will be

about 33�35 %.

What to do with the rest two thirds of potential

energy of fuel? It was found out that another one

third can also be used. As potential (pressure,

temperature) of this second third is essentially

lower it is possible to apply it basically for heating

and for hot water supply. This principle is basic for

functioning of the thermal power stations, where

steam and hot water are produced as the by�prod-

uct with smaller power value. For this reason the

thermal power station are built in large cities that

allows avoiding necessity of additional local boil-

er�rooms. Less boiler�rooms — less fuel and emis-

sions in atmosphere. It is curious that recently

widely advertised steam and gas technologies dif-

fer from traditional ones only in repeated concen-

trating of second third of released heat that result

in raising coefficient of efficiency up to 45�50 %.

However, the capital intensity of such installations

is higher — because already two turbines — gas

and steam are used here, and they are essentially

more difficult in manufacturing, than, for example,

steam boilers in which fuel is directly burnt.  

And "third one third" is absolutely not valuable

energy and it disseminates at station or in

ponds�coolers, or in steamy cooling towers.

Whether it is possible to use it — this is another

question. Basically it is possible, but as in case

with any poorly concentrated energy flow, expens-

es for concentration can be more than benefits. 

Heat disseminated in the environment is a final

phase — death of energy.

The mentioned reasons allow to look at many
habitual things in a new fashion. For example,
electric heating devices, as it happens, are absurd
inherently. To heat water by electricity is the
same as to cut expensive jacket on rags and to
wipe the blackboard. As use of old rags will be
much cheaper than of the jacket, use of gas�jet
for heating will be much cheaper to a purse (and
to ecosystems) than work of electric kettle or the
boiler because excludes losses in networks and
also at heat processing in electricity and back.
Certainly, electric heating devices are necessary
where it is impossible to build a heating pipe (in
Russia only 20 % of the population lives without
a central heating, and this parameter is quickly
reduced), but as a whole the USB�dryer for
footwear looks, certainly, ridiculous, but not
uneconomical.

Topic about work of energetics
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So, let’s return to "three parts" of initial energy of

fuel. Most valuable of them — the electric power that

can be directed and distributed on large distances. 

Thermal energy (hot water and steam) are distrib-

uted on much smaller distances, losing sometimes

on the way up to 20�25 % of internal energy. After

heating the cooled water comes back to thermal

power station, and the lower its temperature, the

higher coefficient of efficiency of thermal power sta-

tion itself. But if the pipes become rusty and salts

water badly gives heat. The people feel cold, and the

source feel worse and total coefficient of system effi-

ciency abruptly reduces. 

And the third part — secondary power resources with

low potential. Somewhere they build fish�breeding

facilities and grow up algae using warm water.

Special units — so�called thermal pumps, help to

raise some potential of this energy (naturally, having

spent an electricity) and to use in systems of heating,

air conditioning or ventilation of industrial premises,

garages, warehouses. There is one subtlety — such

heat cannot be transported on large distances, it is

necessary to do it very close to the source in the right

of way of large city thermal power stations. By the

way, in Tokyo the high�capacity refrigerating centers

of the city fish market "feed" on such heat. Existence

of the "third one third" and the basic opportunity of

its use open the discussion hereinafter referred as

the concentration�dispersal dispute. 
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Strategy of concentration that is the location of

power facilities inside the cities, offers the wide

spectrum of opportunities for use of energy which

hitherto was considered worthless — who has told

that to crowd near the hot water pipe is humiliat-

ing? This is not bad that northern city is 

concentrated around every possible heat�radiat-

ing installations and units that anyway are used by

it for normal functioning. What was earlier consid-

ered as employment only for asocial citizens,

today is possible to name "energy production" in

the cities and to make rather perspective strategy

of development.



Strategy of dispersal — settling of individual
consumers in small suburban cottages and mov-
ing of large power objects to the periphery also
promises considerable advantage: opportunity of
mini�boiler�rooms installation for several apart-
ments and, consequently, absence of heat losses
in kilometers pipes; an opportunity to construct
the pure cities, which inhabitants can enjoy
fresh air, thick forests and parks far from smok-
ing pipes. 

Practice shows that both strategies have the
right to exist and from the point of view of ener-
gy efficiency the concentration is more favorable
in cold or continental, and dispersal — in warm
or coastal territories where climatic fluctuations
are weaker. "Demarcation line" between energy
efficiency concentration territory and energy
efficiency dispersal territory goes in Russia —
according to opinion of authors — from the West
to the East, approximately on northern edge of
black earth belt and divides the country on two
unequal parts, leaving more extensive northern
one for the priority of concentration.

Infrastructures level the gap in territories develop-

ment, integrate and «approach" the countries,

cities, houses and people to each other. The

choice of infrastructure organization in Russia as

the biggest northern country is fundamentally

important. Concentration of the population and

manufacture always trouble ecologists, especially

those who actively participate in struggle against

"tightening building". However desire to see the

untouched large forest from the window and set-

tled environment efficiency it not the same.

Figures show that in Russia to the north from the

forest�steppe zone settlements concentrated in

multi�storey mega�cities are energetically more

favorable. Settling in individual cottages, come to

Russia from the countries with softer climate,

does not contradict the global tendency for con-

centration on closer examination, because it

occurs in the nearest outskirts of infrastructural

centers. Infrastructure compactness is energeti-

cally, economically and, strangely enough — eco-

logically favorable strategy. The closer location of

settled and industrial environment sites in the

cities (the proportion building/roads inside the

settlements) and closer location of settlements to

each other (the proportion of roads in settle-

ments/roads outside the settlements), the more

reliable is all technical systems work, cheaper the

production and maintenance of vital functions sys-

tems, and less the area of environment destroyed

by person on each inhabitant or unit of industrial

activity.

It is not improbable that the city resident now
will tell: "Oh no, I do not need concentration, I do
not wish to live near power station which smokes
or — that is worse — is ready to explode and bury
at any moment all my plans for the next
week�end". But, on the other hand, if people will
not want to live near dirty power facility — they
will force to construct the pure one and if
deputies will not help — activists will call TV
and other mass�media. And building dirty sta-
tions "far away from people" is not the decision
of the problems, but only their transferring to
another site. And for the general ecological safe-
ty it will be only worse, if this site will be the
fragile and not damaged tundra ecosystem or
steppe completely mutilated by tractors.

But for all that — concentration or dispersal? What

is better — one large station or three or four small-

er ones? The more powerful system, the more its

power gradient with the environment. Environment

always works for gradient alignment, and accord-

ingly, increase of capacity demands additional

expenses for constant maintenance of sustain-

ability. For this reason ecologists a priori doubt of

efficiency of large single stations or other power

facilities. But it is a trouble — the majority of gen-
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erations have been created at

the stage of industrialization

with orientation on large and

stable consumers. Industrial

thermal power stations,

high�capacity state district

power stations, then — hydro-

electric power stations and

atomic power stations were cre-

ated for the factories working

uniformly in three shifts and in

all seasons. Now, for example,

Haranorskaya state district

power station constructed for

needs of still underused

Baikal�Amur Railroad works in

non�planned mode (that means

less effective and also less eco-

logically). Destiny of

Bilibinskaya atomic power sta-

tion in Chukotka is the same. 

Biological systems in similar situations use the

way of total efficiency increase. The powerful

dominating groups (species, populations) form

around themselves the sets of polytypic and vari-

ous�sized subjects which use different resources,

including waste of dominant vital functions. For

example, after development of sheep breeding to

Australia it was required to specially deliver the

substances decaying sheep excrements. Such

symbioses are more effective and sustainable

than powerful subject of the same weight. In ener-

getics this problem is solved due to the combina-

tion of turbines of different capacity, and different

power stations supplying the territory. Near to

high�capacity facilities it is necessary to create

the set of less capacity facilities, may be even less

effective, but differing from the dominant on fuel

type (biogas, wind and other renewable energy

sources), on principles of functioning and other

key parameters. Even in the middle of XX century

in countryside there was significant number of

small hydroelectric power stations on small rivers.

The situation with heat consumption is a little dif-

ferent. Nevertheless, large sources also should

adjoin with small ones. Large city, as a rule, has

the thermal power station of significant capacity,

some small industrial thermal power stations at

the enterprises, tens large and hundreds average

and small (including house) boiler�rooms. Even

two "nuclear boiler�rooms" were designed in

Nizhniy Novgorod and Voronezh, but the

"post�Chernobyl syndrome" and economic crisis

resulted in projects temporary closing�down.

Large and more effective energy sources in this

case work for long time in so�called basic part of

thermal loadings schedule, and less effective

small sources are turned on for short time of peak

loadings. That was the ideal situation with the min-

imal fuel consumption (and emissions) for mainte-

nance of energy needs of the industry and the

population. Structurally and functionally various

complexes of facilities (power supply system) are

capable to pick up the second and third parts, to

use heat dispersion after use of the electric power

(Japanese make crockery dryers on the reverse

side of refrigerators), and needless to say about

locking in cycles the use of non�thermal waste of

power — water, ashes, lands.

Now, when we have found out the general
principles of fuel and energy system functioning
it is time to familiarize with practical implemen-
tation of these principles in Russia. The result of
decades of painstaking of citizens of Soviet
Union — the Russian fuel and energy complex —
is presented on illustrations developed both in
space and in time.

Distinctions of energetics technological level of

Russian regions can be demonstrated by simple

overlapping of four parameters — share of energy

transformed in electricity, coefficient of efficiency of

heat production and coefficient of efficiency of elec-

tric power production, coefficient of efficiency of

electric power transfer by networks. Such data

superposition, not distracting by details that are
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clear only to experts, shows managers of the power

companies where the power supply system works

inefficiently and where its level can be considered

modern enough.

We can see several problem zones on the map.
In particular, manufacturability of Caucasus,
Nenets Autonomous District and Kaliningrad is
estimated as low. In Caucasus the population
growth is expected, in NAD gas production is
being developed — in both regions, of course, it
is necessary to expect growth of power con-
sumption, — and Kaliningrad is simply the
region of special strategic importance.
Manufacturability of Krasnodar territory also
attains to the grade “four” and many experts
expect here drastic jump of power consumption

in connection with develop-
ment of the Sochi resort, espe-
cially on the threshold of the
Olympic Games in 2014. For
picture completeness we have
developed the same set of indi-
cators not only in space (map),
but also in time.

On the background of local

modernizations and short suc-

cesses technological efficiency

of the Russian energetics has

the global decreasing tendency.

It is obvious that decrease of

any coefficient of efficiency in

energetics means that for pro-

duction of the same energy

amount on output it is necessary

to burn more and more fuel on input, thereby

increasing ecological costs. 

The following diagram has the eloquent name
"Elements of technological efficiency of energet-
ics", and shows parameters that are the most
important at the estimation of quality of fuel
and energy complex functioning. Rather inform-
ative among these parameters is the basic — the
share of fuel processing into electricity. The
value calculated for any region actually gives the
very general characteristic of manufacturability
level, and it will always reveal the person who
secretly stokes small stove — even if he will cam-
ouflage all sky above the capital with colored
xenon lamps. Readers will note that not every-
where in Russia this value is close to one third,
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however such fluctuations of figures seem not
fatal to us, but on the contrary, quite expected
and explainable.

Thus the opinion which has developed at us on
a condition of the Russian thermal power station
is the following: examination of the patient has
not revealed the traumas incompatible with life,
but, as they say, "sometimes the pain in back,
breathlessness, sometimes piles or knob some-
where" and treatment should be prescribed any-
way.
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Starting the conversation about new con-
struction, we want to warn at first that it
will be a question not only of merely power

facilities, because power construction cannot be
considered ignoring the general development of
economic complex of the region in which this
construction goes on.

Dynamics of the area of the engineering�devel-

oped lands in Russia evidently reflects the process

of civilization road�roller movement and replace-

ment of natural ecosystems with asphalt�concrete

of the cities. As a rule, the greatest lands damages

and pollution of rivers, including by suspended

substances, mineral oil, heavy metals as a result

of strengthening erosive processes and washout

of various waste are observed during construc-

tion. Each new construction increases natural

ecosystems losses and power construction

increases losses squared, because power con-

struction attracts yet not destroyed nature to

energy consumers, which the more energy they

will have and the cheaper it will be for them, the

easier will finish wildlife off.

We would like to ask power engineering spe-
cialists in advance to show patience and to try
to understand us correctly because the view of
ecologists on power construction always was
and probably forever will be the same: "And
may be, it is not necessary?..." We emphasize
that it does not mean that ecologists want to
stop power development and to return general-
ly to the primitive�communal way of life. There
are many ways to reduce need, and even to
avoid the necessity of "retaking of inaccessi-
ble" and "ennobling of unsuitable for life" ter-

ritories (in ecologists’ language this concept is
formulated less presentably: "natural ecosys-
tems transformation in the man�caused land-
scape"), and main of these ways are energy
economy, "extraction" of energy in cities, opti-
mization of process of existing capacities use
and also their direct modernization.

The problem of power resources

for settlements in long ago

developed regions became criti-

cal. The difficult situation with

gas balance and with oil forces

experts to address to new,

unusual decisions. In particular,

for the announced large�scale

construction in the Moscow

region (Domodedovo�2 project is

practically new city) options of

application of situated near

Moscow coal (products of its

processing), using of garbage

for the development of heat and

the electric power, application of

hybrid sources (fuel elements and hydrogen) are

already seriously considered.

Power engineering specialists indignantly
raise eyebrows: "What the impudent fellows!
They will teach us to modernize capacities, but it
would be better for them to cede additional
hectare for construction. In fact they use elec-
tricity in their nature reserves: turn on
tiles�bulbs, speak on mobile phone and listen to
Led Zeppelin or Vizbor with Mityaev on the tape
recorder". It is the truth: they listen and turn
on, but whereupon the permission to construct
the power station, for example, near the espe-
cially protected natural territory (EPNA) —
near, but not on EPNA territory — and in ten
years people will say: "Here the village is being
settled, as you understand. And the power sta-
tion is not far from here. It would be good to
stretch the wire". Certainly, ecologists will tell
them: "No wire, here is the EPNA. Stretch
around". And investors will tell ecologists: "And
why we built station? Money is already spent —
it is necessary to recompense". And to argue
with the investors who are incurring losses is not
just uneasy, but hopeless business. So let's think
in advance: why we build the station? Power con-
struction never is the last step, it inevitably
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entails a new turn of production development,
involving new territories around in process of
development and more likely defining the fur-
ther development rather than following the ear-
lier planned schedule. Therefore the responsibil-
ity at power facility construction in the face of
descendants is very high.

Confrontation of ecologists and builders already is

not so much in ecologically�ethical, rather than in

business sphere. All conflicts with reserves, game

reserves and other "green structures" arise when

investors forget to think that they should start con-

struction only after estimation of all conse-

quences (there is even such procedure — EIA —

environment impact assessment) and after count-
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ing their financial and non�financial risks. And here

is everything: karst, zones of geological breaks, in

which there can be everything including even visi-

ble movements, and decrease of subsoil waters

level, and fires on the drawn peatlands, or the

same reservoirs silting which in twenty years

halves the designed capacity of flat hydroelectric

power stations. And it is also necessary to com-

pensate losses of forestry and agriculture.

If we talk about impacts on EPNA, it is obvious that

such conflicts are most probable in densely popu-

lated territories where number of untouched and

consequently especially protected natural areas is

less but needs for energy are practically immense.

Petrovskaya state district power station projected

in Moscow region, as well as reconstruction of its

old neighbour state district power station�5

(Shatura) affect especially valuable recreational

area of the largest megapolis of the country. Here

at the approximate turn of three regions in Meshera

are two national parks and many hunting facilities,

which are popular among Moscow hunters and fish-

ermen. Here are unique for Moscow region habitats

of rare species (sometimes you can hear even an

eagle�owl). The marshy plain forms here high num-

ber of springs, and Shatura peat fires are already

traditional problem during hot months. And numer-

ous country sites which were distributed to people

by six hundred parts of hectare during Soviet time?

This is not Rublyovka — here the only joy in the life

for the poorest social groups is still the opportunity

to grow tomatoes and to collect mushrooms that

gives real store for the winter. During power facili-

ties construction in this zone there will be

face�to�face contact with all mentioned ecological

and social problems, so the karst that was found

out under the site planned for the Petrovskaya state

district power station is only the beginning.

Designing, investing and constructing activity

should be based on knowledge of all project

nuances, including ecological restrictions. In that

case there will be peace with ecologists, and per-

sonnel of the power stations will make a tour to

nearby reserve and will be proud that their sensors

are situated on its perimeter, and director of the

station will not fight against director of reserve, but

will organize ecological and educational work for

his employees and their children.

But nevertheless the responsi-
bility in the face of descendants is
the talk of nothing. Who knows
what and about whom these descen-
dants will say? Starting the discus-
sion about the processes directly
based on money, it would be most
correct to use more mercantile cat-
egories as convincing theses. For
example, the above�mentioned
money. Because, after all, ecolo-
gists always appeal investors and
businessmen to descendants. And
at transactions making the exist-
ing price of the actives going to
business is being taking to account
first of all, and only after that its
future possible cost or importance
for descendants.

The analysis of the priority projects included in the

"General scheme of allocation of electric power indus-

try facilities until 2020", shows preference to tactics

of completing the blocks in most economically devel-

oped regions. It is clear that short�term plans are real-

istically counted on money base. Investments output

into energetics, as well as the majority of investments

into infrastructure, has peculiarity of "camber" (each

next investment gives more profit than one made ear-

lier). At the same time distant strategic plans of

damming of Lower Tunguska, Lena affluents and even

Arctic ocean along Lomonosov ridge are much less

realistic for power engineering specialists both

because of estimations of their necessity for the coun-

try and expenses. Certainly, explorers of Siberia and

Arctic regions entrails wish to earn their profits having

the reliable power supply system constructed at the

expenses of the State. But for power engineering spe-

cialists themselves creation of infrastructure from

zero point will bring more headache than incomes.

"Extraction of energy" in large cities is more effective

than in tundra both because of energy costs and on

minimization of damage to "ecology" and, the main

thing, is more efficient.
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Let's try to estimate undamaged nature in
real roubles. Contrary to the opinion of many
people to it is not impossible to fulfill this. For
example, "prettiness" of from the window is esti-
mated by hotel business "immediately". Rooms
with the view on domestic waste range or coal
warehouses cost cheaper than rooms with win-
dows opening on the forest or river with land-
scapes as at Shishkin or Levitan paintings.
Cottages with the same layout cost different
money depending on the place of location. Going
fishing or simply having rest in the forest, peo-
ple — whether they want it or not — will spend
money for gasoline or tickets. They can avoid
wasting money and wonderfully spend summer
months with noise of trains and machines and
shouts of too brisk young people downstairs,
inhaling aromas of industrial zone, but in fact
they go for some reason. Go by crowds, spend
millions rubles for gasoline every year. That is
how they really appreciate silence and rest, and
in fact estimate it in rubles.

The brief list of principles for economic evaluation of

ecosystems and ecological damage is stated in ana-

lytical manual "Principles and methods of economic

evaluation of lands and wildlife" — Moscow, GEF

Project "Conservation of biodiversity in the Russian

Federation", Institute of economy of nature man-

agement, 2002. — 95 p. We will list only some of the

methods described in the manual. 

Evaluation by means of productivity change — con-

siders reduction of agricultural products amount and

incomes from fishery and tourism; 

Indirect evaluation based on preventive expenses —

calculated from labor costs, material and financial

resources necessary for removal of environmental

problem (risk); 

Environment Impact Assessment by means of recon-

struction cost is based on the account of the

expenses necessary for restoration of natural

resources, for example, costs of replacement of the

fertile layer and cultivation on the former building

site not lawn grass but the complex of steppe plants

(in steppes), cup moss cover (in tundra) or recon-
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struction of forest through planting of adult branch-

ing trees grown up in nursery but not dug out in the

neighbor forest; 

Evaluation by means of expenses for moving — for

example, moving of the water scoop facility or peo-

ple resettlement as a result of construction; 

Direct non�market evaluation on the basis of trans-

portation expenses — recreational and aesthetic

value of natural site is calculated by comparison of

population expenses for visiting of this site; 

Subjective evaluation on the basis of "readiness to

pay" is defined on number of the people using eco-

logical benefit and the amount of payment which

polled people are ready to contribute for conserva-

tion of this benefit; 

Evaluation on the basis of hedonic pricing is based

on comparison of cost of the real estate in areas with

the different condition of the nature environment … 

It is only the small part of more than 50 methods

described in the manual.

Now probably, even the convinced monetarist
agrees that EPNA are necessary — even if they
are not necessary to him personally. However it
was not yet possible to destroy all myths — in
fact till now there is a point of view according to
which ecologists needs only to learn where the
next power station will be constructed and they
immediately establish the EPNA there to play a
dirty trick on power engineering specialists. We
shall try to dissuade readers also from such opin-
ion. Let’s imagine that the issue of EPNA estab-
lishment really is the issue of personal interest.
Let’s suppose that personally interested ecolo-
gist has learned about plans of power engineer-
ing specialists and has decided to prevent it. He
comes to administration office, sits down face to
face with the official and starts to tell him how it

is funny and attractively in the
forest. "Imagine, you are walk-
ing in boots in the forest. The
rain drips, the midges gets
under the clothes, in the
evening you remove ticks from
yourself, sleep in izba with
earthen floor. It’s wonderful,
isn’t it? Let’s make the EPNA
there, O.K.?" Everybody, prob-
ably have guessed that such con-
versation will not make any
impression on officials, no mat-
ter how ecologists would wish it.
So if officials have signed the
decree on EPNA establishment,
this means that ecologists have
managed to convince them of
this establishment real necessi-

ty for the region, for the country and even for
the planet — if it is the question of UNESCO
sites.

And now, when we were convinced that EPNA
are necessary to everybody, it’s time to tell
something new for, at least, some of the read-
ers. Construction of power (and other) facili-
ties is forbidden not in each EPNA — because
in fact they can be various. Now it is time to
understand what exactly they are. It makes no
sense to tell power engineering specialists
about reserves — everything is forbidden
there. Interesting begins with the national
parks established for conservation of the cer-
tain place in untouched condition (the territory
is named nature park if it has regional, but not
federal status). The regulated rest, for exam-
ple, is allowed in the territory of national
parks. It is also possible to build there power
facilities, but their capacity should correspond
to the task which they fulfill, and extra
megawatt "in store" will not be possible to
build. For example, the Sochi Olympic Games
will be served by again constructed facilities
built in protected areas. The same situation is
with energy facilities construction on the terri-
tory of game reserves, where only several kinds
of activity are forbidden (fishing, hunting, col-
lecting of some plants and so on). Explain who
will use the facility, win the tender for the
cleanest construction — and start in. The area
of nature monuments is usually insignificantly
small, but everything there is forbidden.
Therefore in case of the atomic power station
construction the builders nevertheless will
have to keep untouched between the fourth and
fifth power units the oak�tree under which
Pushkin scribbled verses. 
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The state nature reserves — natural com-

plexes and sites located on their territory are

withdrawn from economic use forever. 

National parks — include natural complexes

having special ecological, historical and aes-

thetic value and intended for regulated

tourism. 

State nature game reserves of federal and

regional importance — are created for con-

servation and restoration of natural com-

plexes (landscape) or sites (zoological,

botanical, hydrological, geological, etc.). 

Nature monuments are unique, irreplaceable

and valuable natural complexes and sites of

federal and regional importance. 

Nature parks — nature protection recreation-

al institutions in the regional ownership. 

Dendrology parks and botanical gardens —

the institutions conserving special collec-

tions of plants. 

Medical�sanitary localities and resorts — are

meant for medical treatment and rest of peo-

ple. 

Among international programs under which

rules many get EPNA Russia it is possible to

name "List of the World cultural and natural

heritage sites — UNESCO", "Wetlands of

international importance — Ramsar conven-

tion list", Lists of Key Ornithological

Territories (КОТР) and Key Botanical

Territories.

Having described in all details where it is
impossible to build energy facilities, with clear
conscience we start the story about where it is
possible. The answer will be very simple: where it
is necessary. We only have to answer honestly
the question "whether it is necessary?", and to
look back on all aforesaid about EPNA, and also
having read stated below in section about energy
consumers.

Those who has heeded the request and has
seriously thought whether new generation is
necessary should, perhaps, pay special attention
to the problem of "energy extraction" in the
cities. This concept, basically, has no precise def-
inition and is most likely not a sort of concrete
type of activity, but the vital credo of ecologists
and responsible power engineering specialists. It
includes hundreds possible ways to save energy
and to optimize its generation and use inside the
large settlements. It is possible to consider as the
negative example of leasing of industrial zones
for warehouses or housing development, which
is all the rage last years. At the same time the
necessity of power supply of these new buildings
"has being forgotten". The need for heating also
hasn’t disappeared anywhere — it is necessary to
drive heat on pipes from the distant areas, losing
half along the way.

In the regions which economic development most

critically demands new generations, industrial zones

within the settlements boundaries make rather sig-

nificant reserve of space. Only in Khanty�Mansy dis-

trict industrial zones are not developed in the cities.

Though they occupy more than 60% of the total area

of building zone, the Siberian open spaces and

oil�and�gas infrastructure features allow to place

them outside the settlements. 

In Tula region industrial facilities occupy
15.4 % of the total area of settlements, in
Ingushetia — 21.4 %, in Northern Ossetia —
28.7 %, and in Moscow a whole of 33.7 %. These
are strategic reserves for power infrastructure
development, which is impossible to concede to
housing investors, anhungered for expensive
city real estate. Development of infrastructure
here should be aimed at use of industrial zones as
basic framework for the organization of "energy
extraction" in the cities.
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The analysis of long�term series of data on ten-

dencies and variability of power consumption

allows to distribute regions of Russia in coordi-

nates of deficiency of the electric power and reli-

ability (sustainability) of power supply deficien-

cy. For the evaluation of acuteness of new gener-

ations need we use the correlation of high rates

of population, economy and construction growth

at low growth or decrease of internal electric

power production. The acuteness of regional

economy need for increase of power supply sus-

tainability was estimated on correlation: high

and growing sustainability of energy consump-

tion at high and increasing instability (variability)

of energy production in various years. The acute-

ness of need for new generations (vertically —

high, average, low) and the acuteness of need

for increase of power supply stability (across —

high, average, low) are shown. Distribution of

regions, areas and republics of Russia is given in

these coordinates.

Proper use of industrial zones is one but not
the only way of "energy extraction" in the
cities. Certainly, very many people today wish
to live in prestigious districts, but it is neces-
sary to understand that prestigious districts
are limited in size, and not be led by demand.
Many people, for example, needs the car num-
ber with two zeros and many of them already

have it — but this fact doesn’t mean that it is
time to release numbers with three zero for
those who wants to be "unlike to any other per-
son".

Market cost of the land in settlements and adja-

cent territories becomes more and more the lim-

itation of the new construction. The State has

only just organized the process of sale to the

enterprises the lands occupied by them for very

little (several percent) part of their cadastral

cost. 

In the USSR the lands for industrial facilities were

allocated with the large reserve. The result of

such industrial policy is shown even in Moscow,

not to mention Chelyabinsk and Surgut. It allows

to rely on use of the land reserve for stimulation

of post�industrial modernization of the enter-

prises with deliverance of the part of sites. This

reserve should be the subject of rapt attention of

designers of the cities power infrastructure.

Exactly here the elusive "third one third" of ener-

gy use can begin to work. Activity of the commu-

nity control here will become the additional lever

of selection of the most effective and ecological-

ly safe decisions. For example, in the center of

Berlin, in Mitte district rather powerful thermal

power station supplying with heat Government

agencies and Reichstag works successfully, at

the same time apartment houses are located in
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Need of new generations and stability of power supply 
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several meters from the station fence. Certainly,

new Siemens gas and steam turbines, modern

systems of automatics, refinement of smoke

gases are installed in it. Let’s look once again at

the Petrovskaya state district power station. If it

is impossible to solve the problem of power sup-

ply of capital without new generations — place

them in any old�developed industrial zones (even

redeeming the land at new owners) where the

nature anyway is already ruined, but some infra-

structure and communications already exist. The

real social and ecological responsibility of busi-

ness will depend on how much in the nature you

will conserve. 

The purpose of this book in no circumstances
is to teach power engineering specialists to opti-
mize process of generation, or consumers — to
save energy. On these pages we try to illustrate
from the different points of view only rather

general thesis: the power problem in traditional
understanding does not exist. For example,
there is no need to impetuously increase genera-
tion of electricity in the century of the future
nanotechnologies. It is strange to increase gener-
ation of heat when the steam goes from under the
ground in cities in the winter. It is not necessary
to increase generation when in some contracts
for power supply the item on penalty provisions
for under�consumption is stipulated. What
today is called the power problem is most of all
similar to the traffic jam problem on Moscow
Ring Highway. The decision is not in increase of
strips number — as soon as the roads will become
more spacious, the greater number of people will
decide to buy the car. Whereas work in Internet
basically relieves of necessity to go to institute
or to office. 

Here, perhaps, is everything that it is possible
to say about so�called power problem.
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of distribution of the industrial lands on patterns of ownership. 
The State (national) report on condition and use of lands in the Russian Federation in 2005.
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Actually, not only energetics releases in
atmosphere water and soil.
Pulp�and�paper combines, metallurgical

and oil refining factories smoke, drain and
remove in the same way.

According to the existing country system of
payments for negative environment impact,
enterprises pay to the State for the unseemly
activity, declaring in advance about prospec-
tive emissions amount and agreeing on reason-
able price with local officials. Sometimes the
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nature impact 

Basic parameters of energetics development and its environment impact (2003)

Basic parameters of energetics development and its environment impact (2005�06)
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waste amount exceeds the declared tons —
such unexpectedness is paid by the enterprise
on raised in times (!) tariff. It seems that
described system should include market mech-
anisms, making excessive
pollution unprofitable.
However practice shows
that all these ecological
payments is insensible for
the majority of enterprises
because, actually, the price
for emission is not deter-
mined — it is practically
agreed with regional offi-
cials — and profit for metal
or, for example, papers sale
exceeds much more expens-
es for sweet talking with
the authorities. Branches,
which cannot relax and
smoke�drain ad libitum
includes energetics,
because its emissions
amount is great, and no
remonstrance can influence
the officials. Therefore con-
versation on nature impact
by the power enterprises is
the most financially moti-
vated for today.

There is a set of ways to
get energy, and every way
has merits and demerits. It
will be most correctly to
begin our analysis with
influence, which is peculiar
to all (or nearly to all) of
these ways. And this impact
is big water fence.

And the matter is that generators mostly
rotate steam turbines. These turbines, in its
turn, are set in motion by water, heated by the
flame of burning fuel, infernal heat of nuclear
oven or something else. Water steam doesn't
leave the system completely, but it refriger-
ates, condenses and begins to work again.
However part of water evaporates in atmos-
phere, presenting inhabitants of vicinities
with respiratory diseases. And not without
reason when renting an apartment the view of
soaring coolers out of window is always a reli-
able argument in favor of payment reduction.
The idea to use water as a working body is
already hundred years old, and today when
usual drinking water in bottles already became

the saleable goods, this idea seems to be a little
archaic. And tomorrow, when water will take a
present place of oil in the world market, such
squandering will become simply unacceptable. 

Now it is necessary to talk separately about
each method of energy getting. Let's begin
with thermal power — this is the oldest tech-
nology and its merits and demerits are familiar
to everybody a long time ago. 

Hydrocarbon fuel contains sulfur admix-
tures, besides air nitrogen is oxidized at high
temperatures in furnaces of thermal installa-
tions. Interaction of nitrogen and sulfur
oxides with water results in acid precipitations
falling and destruction of vast areas of forest-
lands. Certainly, some plant and animal
species settle in the area of extinct forests,
but, first, these inhabited badlands are charac-
terized by smaller weight of live substance per
area unit and smaller diversity of species and
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Use of water during electric power production (cub.m/th. kw./h.) 
in 1991�2005.

Polluted sewage during electric power production (cub.m/th. kw./h.) 
in 1991�2005



therefore smaller stability potential. And sec-
ondly, the human being is not capable to influ-
ence complicated process of change of biologi-
cal communities, and start of such process is
rather dangerous invention. 

The environment negative impact control system

that was formed in Russia was based on sanitary

norms — a set of maximum permissible concentra-

tion of pollutants in the main

environments. However a

by�effect of this approach is

motivation of produces not

to reduce the emissions,

but to dilute it. Designers

have adapted to establish

increasingly higher pipes on

power stations.

Concentration of pollutants

in ground layers of atmos-

phere is reducing and

power engineers sleep

more quietly. For achieve-

ment of lower pollutants

concentration in sewage

and transfer it to "norma-

tively refined" category sewage sometimes could

be diluted by water from the thermal contour… It is

a pity that for many years of successful use of this

method, in many heads low concentration (high

pipe or sewage dilution) became a synonym of

purer production.

Another problem is greenhouse gases, car-
bonic gas first of all. As everybody knows,
high concentration of greenhouse gases in
atmosphere results in holding heat in it. After
energy accumulation the system sooner or
later gives its surplus away, arranging rain
for New Year, snow on Midsummer Night,
tornado, hurricanes and other entertaining
actions bringing many damages.

For the last 20 years the number of natural cata-

clysms, first of all, hurricanes and floods, has grown

twice, material damage amount caused by them — in

eight times, and losses of insurance companies con-

nected with these disasters — in 15 times, and this is

direct result of bad ecological control of people eco-

nomic activity". From the report of the German insur-

ance company "Munich Re", the citation from

"Financial News", 21.07.1998

Other trouble of thermal power — ashes�slag
dumps. Huge weights of ashes remained from
burned coal rise as inaccessible tops, spreading
around a cloud of dust and occupying much of
useful place. Besides that, coal ashes sometimes
is poorly radioactive — because all heavy
radioactive elements being found in scanty quan-
tities everywhere, do not disappear at coal burn-
ing but concentrate, getting then in ashes
dumps. Certainly there were attempts to solve all
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Emissions of polluting substances in atmosphere 
during electric power production (kg/th.kw*hour) in 1991�2005



these problems. For dusting prevention it was
offered to humidify dumps but then mountains
of unnecessary garbage turned into real econom-
ic entity, which someone should watch and look
after. Processing of ashes in cement seemed to be
another output, however not each cement manu-
facturer can be persuaded to take ashes — some-
times it is much aluminum in it or not enough
calcium, and the cement got in this way in most
cases has very poor building quality.

Basically, it is possible to consider enumer-
ation of merely heat power troubles completed
because now we shall talk about thermal pollu-
tion — problem peculiar not only to thermal,
but also to atomic engineering. The essence of
the phenomenon is simple: taking heat away
from working contours, water of
reservoirs�coolers heats up itself. It means
that an annual temperature regime of the river
or the lake, which have sheltered atomic power
station or heat power station on its coast,
varies cardinally. Local swimmers, contrary to
all expectations, do not perceive an innovation
with especial enthusiasm, because in fact algae
propagated more actively in warm water, and
silting and specific structure changes prompt-
ly occurs in reservoir. The management of
power stations in such situations sometimes
put silver carp or other herbivorous fishes in
reservoirs to pacify the raged flora at least. It
is necessary to note also, that thermal pollu-
tion is a problem of southern regions to a
greater extent. In fact where the
reservoir�cooler is warmer process of cooling,
as well as all work of thermal machines, pro-

ceeds less effectively. Therefore the heat
amount transmitted to cooler increases. Such
effects as silting also increase and in fact there
is already water deficiency in hot areas. 

Thermal pollution to a greater extent is
peculiar to nuclear electric power industry
because there cooling is not only a part of
machines working cycle, but also vital necessi-
ty. The ordinary citizen has learned on exam-
ple of Chernobyl, that if the reactor would not
be brake in time, it can plentifully fertilize all
kitchen gardens by caesium in radius of the
half of Europe. 

The small need for the area and small waste
amount are universally recognized advantages
of atomic energetics. However radioactive
waste quality, as is well known, is awful. And
grief of all ecologists in the planet is lack of
any technology of its processing. The sub-
stances leaving nuclear furnace remain dan-
gerous even being included in biological
cycles. It means that containers disposed in
rock are simply transferred to descendants as a
gift. Especially depressing is the fact that
many physicists, being dignified by the
authorities and History for their nuclear and
hydrogen creations, at times look down on
fussy ecologists. That's why it is sometimes
very uneasy to carry on constructive dialogue
with them. Certainly, the majority of ecolo-
gists do not understand physics, and certainly,
for us it is a pleasure to realize that the place
and the way of waste disposal were chosen by
brilliant minds, which are no match for ours.
But what if in ten years financing will be
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reduced, guards will remain without the salary
and will start to earn additionally? Already
now theft of radioactive raw material goes at
full speed worldwide. And what's to be done?
— to hope that it falls into good hands? It will
be late to apologize and tear hair out when
emergency situation will happen. It is not nec-
essary to tell us that everything is o.k. and
nothing happens. During discussion of this
issue it will be utterly appropriate to quote one
our common acquaintance, who removed the
pipe from Baikal, and to say that danger
should be not minimized, but excluded. 

After all told above it is necessary, perhaps,
to designate atomic energetics as too risky
energetics. Actually, if waste management is
proper and if all rules of production are
observed on the atomic power station... but if
rules are not observed? Who saw the mecha-
nisms without failures possibility? Big acci-
dent on the atomic power station threatens
with terrible consequences, which it is impos-
sible for humans to remove. And instead of our
atomic engineers and physicists the Nature
itself works for preservation of Chernobyl
accident consequences, burying strontium and
caesium by its biogeochemical cycles. 

It is appropriately to talk also about prob-
lems of alternative power. Someone will be sur-
prised: "It is in fact alternative because does
not create problems?" We will answer: "They
are in fact problems because appear where
nobody waits them".

The wind power demands huge areas that
usually just do not suffice in densely populat-
ed coastal areas where wind speed is steadily
high and the wind power is profitable. For bio-
gas manufacture it is required to put manure
in reactors that exhale awful stink and demand
careful maintenance to exclude outflows —
someone will be surprised but pork manure in
lots is very toxic and can easily poison any
reservoir. Once it was proposed to burn down

not hydrocarbons but spirit in thermal
machines furnaces. After the test of time even
this rather witty idea revealed its weak place
— spirit is cheap only if sugar beet or cane for
its manufacture is grown up with use of such
chemicals that pollute all around. Moreover —
withdrawal of the part of sown areas for biofu-
el production has provoked jump of the prices
for grain already today. 

So, water will find the hole, as they say.
Problems of alternative power are impercepti-
ble while it is alternative. It needs only to mas-
sively turn to new technologies and problems
will make itself felt as large as life. For exam-
ple, once hydroelectric power stations were an
alternative energy source and to many people
it seemed that there was a problemless way of
energy getting, because our dense ancestors
used energy of flowing water by means of
mills. And now the special topic should be
devoted to hydroelectric power stations prob-
lems.  

Nobody remembers where, when and in
what language dirty�faced tot has asked mum
"And why it's raining" for the first time —
this question already became so usual that the
circulation of water long ago was included into
primary school programs in all countries.
Actually, what can be easier and more natural?
Energy of the sun after a while becomes energy
of falling and flowing water, and during years
of painstaking work people have learned to use
this energy for their simple purposes. After a
number of years the purposes became more
complicated, and antediluvian mills were for-
gotten for a while — productivity of these
mechanisms was low. But lucid minds in all
corners of the planet tirelessly reflected and at
last invented twentieth century mills — super-
productive hydroelectric power stations. 

With the help of huge dams the water level
in the rivers was artificially raised, and work
of water falling on the part of the channel was
concentrated on one — the lowest — point as
the work of a spurting jet that rotated tur-
bines. Water pressure at depth of two hundred
meters is twenty atmospheres — much more
than in pressure cooker. If the finger thick
hole would be made in the dam on such depth
even Dutch boy Hans Brinker can't stop it up
— in case of attempt to block the jet by himself
he would be thrown on ten meters away. And if
the jet is thicker and its huge power is har-
nessed in the turbine, it means that turbine
can feed a big plant or city. Engineers of the
first hydroelectric power stations could not
rejoice on their cunning creations for a long
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1 Less than year has passed after the announcement of plans
for creation of the international center of storage and pro-
cessing of nuclear materials in Angarsk as the lightning has
struck in one of facilities of the future international nuclear
platform. In a week the Beloyarsk atomic power station were
struck from the sky under the similar scheme. In this case
even the most notorious atheist will not convince anybody
that these warnings from such high level are accidental.
Obviously not only the president of the country in this case
forces Russia to consider everything carefully, and let some-
body who still doubts recall that the governor of the
Kostroma region two months later after the described events
was lost on the way to the meeting in occasion of recom-
mencement of Kostroma atomic power station construction.



time. This section is devoted to the story about
what their rosy dreams have turned in when
became a reality.  

To begin with, the hydroelectric power sta-
tion at first should be constructed. The habit
of people to settle along rivers and lakes banks
is world�old. Therefore transformation of the
fluvial flood�land into reservoir is doomed to
the deep public resonance, and any actions on
coaxing local population will not reconcile
them with grounds loss. Nobody in the world
will stand by while native land and ancestors
tombs forever disappear under the water.

Already 40 years ago when even

Sayano�Shushenskaya hydroelectric power station

did not exist, professor of biogeography sub�faculty

A.M.Cheltsov�Bebutov has cunningly told his stu-

dents, among whom there were also authors of this

book, that they have chance to live till time when the

question on necessity of the Rybinsk reservoir drain-

ing will be seriously raised. Now we can tell our stu-

dents that we have just raised the question, but how

to fulfill that without "stink" in all Europe is the prob-

lem for their, today's students solution.

The height of dams at large stations reaches
two hundred meters and more, their area is
huge, water pressure is enormously high, mis-
takes are inadmissible. Construction is always
carried out using the exclusively top quality
types of concrete; the huge quantity of this con-
crete is required. Requirements to pouring
quality are highest, delays of concrete mixers
in transit are inadmissible — if one layer will be
congealed too soon all monolith will be hope-
lessly spoiled. Faults with concrete deliveries
are one of the most terrible nightmares for
builders of hydroelectric power station.
Therefore they sleep better if near the planned
building yard the concrete plant from which
good roads lead to the future dam is construct-
ed in advance. Also the reliable driveway to the
plant on the other side should be ensured,
because for production of concrete required the
stuff which also should be carried without fail.
Moreover if one of concrete mixers will sudden-
ly break, another one should replace it, and pro-
fessional mechanic should quickly repair the
broken one — garages are necessary for this
purpose. The plant should be reliably supplied
with electricity; it means that it is necessary to
stretch power transmission lines, which also
demand maintenance. It is necessary to feed,
wash, and provide the population of this entire
city�building site with other facilities. We face
next problem of construction and operation of
hydroelectric power station — enormous inflow
of alien population.

Tundra reindeer breeders on large distant pastures

�Nenets (1) and a part of Komi (2) on European and

West�Siberian North, the most part of Chukchi (3) in

Chukotka. Northern groups of Yakuts (4), Koryaks

(5), Kereks (6) and Lapps (7) are similar to them.

Taiga cattlemen — Yakuts (42). 

Cattlemen on large distant pastures of flat and moun-

tain steppes — several enough numerous peoples —

Bashkirs, Kazakhs, Tuvinians, Buryats, Altaians,
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Efficiency of electric power generation on hectare 
of flooded area (th. kw�h. per year). Data is given 

for the large number of hydroelectric power stations;
the last in the inefficiency list 

is Rybinsk hydroelectric power station.
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Khakases, and Shorts from small people of Siberia

(43). The transitive type with deer hunters is formed

by Tuvinians�Tojins (44). 

Marine hunters — Eskimos (8) and the part of Chukchi

(9), Aleuts from Commander islands (10).

Coast�dwellers are marine hunters from Russian

communities (11), however now this group has prac-

tically changed the type of activity on fishing. 

Deer hunters — Nganasans (12) and Ents (13) in

Taimyr tundra, Evenks (14) and Evens (15) on huge

territories of Middle and Eastern Siberia and the Far

East, a part of Khanty (16) and Munsy (17) in the

West�Siberian taiga, a number of small people of

Siberia (Selkups�18, Dolgans�19, Tofalars�20) and

the Far East (Yukagirs�21, Negidalts�22, Oroks�23,

Chuvants�24). 

Northern and taiga crafts activity — the settled type

founded by Russian explorers (coast�dwellers,

including Kanin and Mezen�37 Chaldons,

Kolymchans�38, Markovtsy�39, many groups of Old

Believers, etc.). From small people it is possible to

include in this type Teleuts (40) and Orochs (41). 

Fishing peoples of Asia — are insignificant on number

of people and groups specialized in it. A part of

Khanty (16) in Western Siberia, Chulymts (25), Kets

(26) on Yenisei, several small people in Amur basin

(Oolchis�27), Sikhote�Alin (Udege�28) and

Kamchatka (Itelmens�29, Kamchadals�30), Sakhalin

(Nivkhs�31). The isolated groups of Russians — Lena

(32) and Ob old residents (33), Indigirshiks (34),

Yenisei mouth Selducks (35). 

Agriculture combined with forest crafts — From small

people this type of activity is peculiar to Veps (47),

Vod (46), and also to more numerous Karelians (48),

and people of the Volga region. Fishing prevails

among Izhorts (45).

In areas of potential construction in Eastern
Siberia and in the Far East the destruction of the
traditional way of life of indigenous small people
of the North is inevitable, especially of "fishing"
people. Peculiarity of vitamin balance mainte-
nance in northern people nutrition is feeding of
raw whitefish, which much less than cyprinoids
are affected by worms and other parasites dan-
gerous to the people. And whitefish are the first
species that drop out of ichthyofauna after
replacement of flowing mode for standing one.
What thus happens with cyprinoids in reservoirs
— today it is possible to see in Rybinsk "sea�bog"
where ligulosis breams float upwards the belly,
which has swelled with a ball of worms.

Recently distant and sparsely populated areas
even more often are selected for construction of
hydroelectric power stations — in this case less
people should be moved from river bank.
Aboriginals of such areas got used to live in the
distance from the fussy civilization and reluc-
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tantly enter a competition with strangers.
Strangers, on the contrary, often are skillful
shifty fellows, arrived for easy money and not
got used to reckon with another's interests.
Being guided by theses "we are in the majority"
and "for us it is more necessary", these subjuga-
tors and explorers during one season took out the
resource (fish place, grove with pine forest game
and so on) that earlier fed local residents for
many years, and bring the system of values in
which local resident if they wish to live well,
should also live according to new regulations and
forget gradually about the traditional way of
life. Someone will say: "And let them forget
their traditional way of life if it is inefficient.
Let those who is in the majority and who got used
to live in competition teach the dense minority.
After all they are in the majority because of bet-
ter adaptation". We will answer: the adapted
majority is adapted for greater efficiency of
environment. It will exhaust all resources and,
having finished construction of hydroelectric
power station, will leave to houses and to new
building sites, having left only that they could
not take away. And unadapted minority sooner
or later will have to turn to a sober way of life (if
it will be able to), to wait restoration of fish,
birds and animals populations to initial level (if
they will be restored), and to recall the culture
which it effectively existed with during cen-
turies (if the culture will not be finally forgotten
by then). And if something from listed above will
not succeed, the world will loose one more small
people. To whom it will be worse if one day the
wind will carry away the last word told in lan-
guage of Nganasans or, for example, Tofalars?
— to all of us. Small peoples live where the terri-
tory is unable to feed large people. The experi-
ence accumulated by them is priceless; by all
means it will be useful for us sometime. And
multiplicity of other peoples does not make them
more valuable for mankind".

Number of problems increases when construc-
tion of hydroelectric power station comes to the
end — quality of water essentially decreases
because of the decay of wood vegetation rests,
soils organic components, peatlands, heaving of
turbaries. The forage, temperature and oxygen
mode of reservoir changes. And reservoirs
obstruct with really Puritan fanaticism love
games of spawning fishes: shoals of migrating
and half�migrating fishes degrade because of the
lowest efficiency of fish�carrying facilities, con-
ditions of spawning of all other fish species wors-
en as a result of reduction of high water drain
(not flooded spawning sites) and increase of mean
water drain. Those hydrobionts, which neverthe-
less will manage to find the silent place for love
appointments on extensive shoals in the tail part
of reservoirs, are threatened by sudden draw-
downs, instantly draining receptacles of fruits of
these silent meetings. The species structure of
ichthyofauna cardinally changes — "whitefish"
and "salmon" rivers turn in "sleeper"!

Land ecosystems also lead hardscrabble.
Habitats of small and medium�sized land animal
species are splitted by grown up network of water
branches — as a result "transiting guys" cannot
make here and there annual visits with their own
genetic material, preventing accumulation of
pathogenic mutations in isolated groups and
their subsequent degeneration. Large vertebrates
face with insurmountable obstacles on migratory
ways. Replacement of difficult of access flood
lands with water areas passable for vessels
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results in qualitative strengthening of anxiety of
the hunting and rare animal species.

Jumps of reservoirs level do not allow water to
become ice�covered in time, and nonfreezing
ice�holes, evaporating water in wintertime, nega-
tively influence health of people living on bank.
We also have to say goodbye to agricultural abun-
dance — annual spring fertilizing of flooded ter-
ritories stops, and all fertile settles at reservoir
bottom. Down�stream lands loose its portion of
silt deposits, became dried up, impoverished and,
instead of hundreds kilometers of fertile flood
lands one "dung�yard" appears in front of the
dam (or "dung�yards" network if it is the cascade

of flat hydroelectric
power stations). Besides
interception of the hard
drain strengthens wash-
ing out of bank below the
dam and channel chang-
ing. On the boundary
rivers such scripts can
provoke territorial prob-
lems — for example,
Chinese people will hard-
ly be delighted, having
found out that Amur ate
off part of their bank. 

All mentioned prob-
lems first of all apply to
flat hydroelectric power
stations, and once it
seemed that during its
construction in moun-
tain areas both number
of negative conse-
quences and citizens dis-
satisfied of them should
be essentially less.
However long�term
observations have
revealed growth of num-
ber and power of earth-
quakes during high�head
dams construction in
mountain areas, because
channels there go only
on tectonic breaks. And
it is probably not the
only trouble. 

Having read this sec-
tion to the end, many
people will solve that we
have stopped to issue the
invoice for energy pro-
duction impact.
However, speaking in

language of metropolitan companies and shops,
for the time being we "designated the prices with-
out VAT and delivery cost". 
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R
eading this topic many power engineers
will say: "Stop, stop, guys, easy!... —
these questions are not to us anymore."

Anticipating this reproach we recognize that we
will really consider basically impact at extrac-
tion, transportation of fuel, installations assem-
bling and dismantling — the activity which is in
other items of the state and regional budgets
(extracting, transport, etc.). But everybody will
probably agree that nobody would extract so
much coal and oil if it would be not demanded by
energetics. And not to analyze this side of the
problem in the book would be, perhaps, dishon-
estly to readers.

For comparison of level and structure of ecological

impacts from different manufactures we used specif-

ic parameters of sewage, emissions, water and land

use, formation of waste in different fuel�energy com-

plex branches. Each parameter is shown in percent-

age to average standard for the Russian economy

that allows to compare figuratively their set (inte-

grated ecological costs), having put six different

components in one general column of the diagram.

Let's begin with atomic engineering.
Concentration of useful substance in uranium
ore is floutingly small, therefore extraction of
uranium is, first of all, very tall dump moun-
tains on which place ecologists and other inhab-
itants of the country would prefer to see
non�disturbed ecosystems. After extraction it
is necessary to concentrate uranium, and only
then prepared fuel goes to reactor. It is neces-
sary to note that concentration is the exception-
ally complicated and power�intensive process
demanding highest qualification and responsi-
bility from everybody involved. The same also
concerns transportations of nuclear fuel. All
necessary for this purpose special machines,
special equipment, special carriages, special
containers and special flights should be made,
bought and organized. It is also necessary to
remember that in the world, besides, still are
many "special banana�heads", passionately
wishing to steal, purchase, resell nuclear fuel to
blackmail the governments and citizens.
Protection from such "fighters for peace and
freedom" also demands force and organization,
otherwise the mankind risks to learn about one

more collateral impact of
atomic engineering. Used
atomic power station is not a
sport center "Olympic", and it
cannot be leased for trading
pavilions. Costs of dismantle
of atomic engineering facili-
ties is from 10 up to 30 percent
of their construction cost.
Considerable item of expenses
is recycling of building mate-
rials. It is also necessary to
mention that the atomic engi-
neering is young, this way of
energy processing is accessible
only to the states with
advanced technology — many
countries till now have no
atomic power stations.
Therefore it is possible to tell
with confidence that many dif-
ficulties of nuclear cycle will
prove itself strongly. Taking
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this opportunity we express the hope that the
mankind will manage to overcome it. By the
way, coming back to indicated above list of
methods for economic assessment of environ-
ment impact damage, it is possible to suggest
for economists to calculate the expenses for

overcoming of radiophobia after accidents on
"Mayak", Chernobyl atomic power station and
in Tomsk region and to use it later as a specific
way of social damage "monetization".

Now about gas. Gas mainly is extracted in
tundra. Everyone know, that vegetative cover in
these places is very vulnerable: the trace from a
tractor on reindeer moss does not disappear dur-
ing years. And boreholes drilling and pipelines
building are made using the plenty of various
machinery that has enough time during works to
very impressively undersign on lichen.
Technically equipped gasmen made considerable
contribution to degradation of tundra and bogs
of the Yamal�Nenets autonomous region, which
even without it is one of the leaders on disturbed
lands area. Transportation of gas also threatens
with considerable dangers: explosions, emer-
gency discharges, fires and other troubles hap-
pen on gas pipelines.

Attendant gas officially considers as one of
oil extracting problems — loss of energy at its
burning is obvious. The shone points of torches
scattered across all Siberia are clearly visible to
passengers of night flights and space stations
residents. It is silly to demand impossible from
oilmen and to wait that a problem will be solved
tomorrow — we understand, that attendant gas
is "wet", "dirty" and inconvenient for process-
ing in every respect. But to study to process it is
necessary as soon as possible. 
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Transportation of fuel demands energy. It is one

more component of real decrease of power effi-

ciency. Fuel loads make 52 % of general transport

turnover of goods. Reduction of transportations —

one more argument for "extraction of energy" in

the cities.

During drilling borehole
walls are strengthening by
special reagents — a boring
solution. The used solution
discharges to special capac-
ities — the earthen barns
cleared away by bulldozer.
Sure, for ecologists it
would be more comfortable
if this used solution would
simply not exist. Besides
the rest oil and gas extrac-
tion means also the network
of roads, because each bore-
hole from time to time
should be inspected,
repaired and served in some
other ways. The mounded
road presses the water
drain that can be the reason
of extensive sites of bogs
drainage. Little stones on
each side of grader serve as
bait for wood grouses, and
earlier inaccessible bog
becomes almost in comput-
er 3�D shooting game for
the hunters who are dash-

ingly driving around on UAZ jeeps. Shooting can
be made directly from the car, and it is necessary
to get out only taking trophies. Graphics and
sound are so amazing, that sometimes no game
remain for indigenous people for the winter. It is
also important to remember that oil should be
transported: according to statistical data at least
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one percent of extracted oil, i.e. about 4 million
tons a year is loosing during transportation as a
result of floods and accidents.

Coal mining "is famous" for
methane emissions and huge
stratum dumps. Methane has
properties of greenhouse gas,
and these properties are
expressed many times more
strongly than in widely known
carbonic gas. Superficially
deposited coal is extracting in
open way namely by shifting
the ground with vegetation by
bulldozers and raking out a
coal layer. The result is forma-
tion of open pits huge by area
and depth. It is rather uneasy
to restore a fertile layer after
such punishments. It is not the
same as to sprinkle the mineral
ground with soil and plant
with lawn grass. Ecologists
will calm down only when mine
workings will be replaced by
endemic plant species, but it
demands rather long time and
a lot of money. It is necessary
to pump out water from coal
mines permanently — this pol-
luted water, of course, dis-
charges in small local rivers.
During coal railway trans-
portation carriages pollute
vicinities with tons of dust.
According to statisticians loss-
es come to five percent of fuel
weight.

Process of peat exploitation represents put-
ting a bog in a pocket for the subsequent burn-
ing. During this process permanently wet bogs
turn into sets of puddles and clamps with the
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peat stacked for drying, lined by the network of
temporary narrow�gauge railways. Enterprising
inhabitants of neighboring areas begin quickly
move on open spaces of mine workings searching
berries — somewhere by boat, somewhere on a
section car with the chain�saw motor, and at the
same time quickly kill out all game there. As
they say, who has not hidden — that's not my
fault.  

Finally it is necessary to tell about electric
power transportation. The electric current as
everyone remember from school, goes by metal
wires, which is dangerous to touch to.
Unfortunately, birds of prey, including Red
Data Books species, do not go to school and per-
ish massively on power transmission wires. Some
reader shake his head with a smile: "These young
naturalists are cool! As a next step they will
count snails crushed on the road…" We will not
hurry up with this argument: the large bird of
prey is on the top of the food pyramid, therefore
any troubles "storey lower" also affect its num-
ber; pest�killers from fields, heavy metals from
roadsides, all dirt from extensive area, unfortu-
nately, is inevitably assimilated by plants and
rodents, and with food penetrates into predators
organisms where accumulates. Vast territories
are necessary for nourishment of these birds —
it is no wonder that their number is usually low,
it means that it is difficult for them to survive
even without additional problems. Looking out
for prey the birds of prey try to take highest
position to have the better field of view. There is

no more suitable place in steppe for these pur-
poses than a top of power transmission tower.
Hunting experts should only go round this huge
"fumitox" on a regular basis and write out penal-
ties to power engineering specialists.

Movement of charges in wires induces an elec-
tromagnetic field, which is frequently and not
absolutely correctly defined as a source of "elec-
tromagnetic pollution". Many people who went
barefoot on a damp grass under high�voltage
power transmission wires felt the effect of elec-
tric current or some other unpleasant effects.
Certainly, discomfort for mushroom pickers and
tourists is insignificant, but ecologists are
embarrassed with the fact that long impact of
strong electromagnetic fields on ecosystems is
not studied yet. But experience reminds that this
impact can appear unexpected and rather haz-
ardous so just in case it is necessary to think in
advance of ways of electromagnetic pollution
elimination, for example, by replacing bare
wires by screened cables. 

The reader is indignantly knit his brows:
"Well, well... how do you like this mill… the
most natural way of energy getting. And you
insist that only problems are everywhere. And
what's to be done now? All of us should live
somehow, and you all bound us". We can answer:
live, as you please. But careful analysis shows
that not each produced joule with its attendant
problems is vital. The arisen circumstances still
give rather extensive space for maneuver.
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E
nergy represents the concentrated sub-
stance which should at once fulfills its
functions — to turn wheels, shine hous-

es, heat or cool premises, fuse metal, supply
computers, etc. Ideally energy production
amount should be as big as consumers are
ready to use right now. Hence the main
"enemy" of power supply system — loading
fluctuations, variable modes, recessions or
peaks of consumption.

What loading fluctuations we are talking
about? It is possible to define several peaks of
consumption — winter�summer, day�night,
morning and evening. For the effective solu-
tion of the rhythmic problem it is necessary to
have a set of various units ready to work in dif-
ferent modes, or, as engineers say, in different
ranges of the power loadings schedule.
Turbines of large heat power plants are put
into operation in wintertime to pass through a
seasonal peak. Hydro�accumulating stations
are built for service of daily fluctuations.
Creation of the integrated power system of the
country was aimed also at this problem facili-
tation. When morning peak came in Ural —
the electric power from already sleeping center
of the country were dispatched there, and then
vice versa. The system operator, preparing for
dispatching management of the power supply
system, has the constant schedule of turn

on/turn off two days prior to duty ("X minus
two" date). But no plan can foresee little cloud,
which covered Moscow in broad daylight (here
and now one hundred megawatt), or advertis-
ing in the popular telecast during which mil-
lions of housewives will put a children supper
to warm up on electric stove. It is clear that the
low maneuverability of powerful blocks of the
atomic power station and the state district
power station made their uniform work in a
base mode preferable. Turbines of hydroelec-
tric power station, mobile gas turbine blocks,
diesel engine�power station can better pick up
peak loading quickly. Thus, energy consump-
tion never is stable: it is influenced by change
of day and night, heat and cold, holidays and
working days, changes can be natural and sud-
den, and sometimes, rather impressive.

The official world statistics sometimes presents

the amusing facts. So if we map the data on pro-

duction amount of gross national product (taking

into account parities of national currencies pur-

chasing capacity) we will see that greatest effi-

ciency of energy use is naturally observed not in

the large or economically developed countries,

but in the countries located on coasts, with the

minimal climatic fluctuations peculiar to the sea

climate.

On the contrary — three from four countries
with the lowest efficiency
of energy transformation
in gross product are locat-
ed in the centers of conti-
nents where fluctuations
of climatic conditions
within a year and year to
year are maximal. It is an
additional example of the
price that is necessary to
be paid for sustenance of
irregularly used reserves
of capacity. 

A seasonal and
long�term fluctuation of
thermal and electric ener-
gy consumption is the
scourge not only for the
continental climate. The
situation with New Year's
vacation in Russia … may
be even to raise rods at the
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atomic power station, and this is in fact in winter-
time. And when the vacation comes to the end —
winter dumps of water from hydroelectric power
station begin. The result is the floods at minus
thirty degrees — what nature can sustain such sit-
uation. On Akhtuba the ice raises, fish come on the
flooded site, and here the dump was decreased and
all breams were lost. Similar problems arise dur-
ing establishment of the capacities that have been
not provided with consumers, for example, at mis-
takes of forecasts of development and changing of
conjuncture in energy consumption. We can recall
also the station constructed in Kologriv,
Kostroma region, where the railway was not even-
tually built, and Haranorskaya state district
power station near underused Baikal�Amur
Railroad. Therefore, power engineering special-
ists should always hold capacities in reserve.

Ecological consequence of capacity reserve defi-

ciency became apparent in extremely cold winter of

2005�2006 when the Russian Open Society "United

Power Systems" at consumption growth of 4.2% has

increased heat production more than on 5,3 %, and

emissions in atmosphere on 11.2%.

The map made by experts, and reasoning and
comments show, how much — for some readers
unexpectedly much — capacities it is necessary
to hold in reserve.

We can thank the fortune that accident in
Chagino has happened in warm, almost summer
day, half year before extremely cold winter.
Someone very much in time has warned relaxed
Moscow power engineering specialists about the

problem of reserve capacities. And most of all
owing to this prevention, capital (and Russia)
have passed winter peak without tragedy of large
city freezing. It is terrible to think of possible
consequences of the accident like in Chagino, if
it would happen on January 15th, 2006.

But here the new consumer is connected to the
network — and there is no capacity for him. That
doesn't mean that there is no capacity — but if
he will be connected to the nearest transformer,
the voltage in the power circuit will fall below an
admissible minimum. It is necessary to start

reserve capacity and to
direct it on the general
transformer. And who
has taken reserve capaci-
ty? — everybody and
nobody simultaneously. It
is necessary to pay atten-
tion that nobody make
any fatal decisions and
fatal mistakes — every
time power engineering
specialists make only a
tiny concession, render
small service "only for
you as an exception". And
when consumption —
quite naturally — grows,
it became clear that there
are no free capacities.
Frankly speaking, there
are available capacities,
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but all day and night without break the genera-
tor is being turned instead of being in reserve or
stopped on preventive maintenance even partial-
ly. 

Thus, each free capacity stimulates growth of
consumption around itself, and jumps of con-
sumption hasten the new capacities construc-
tion. The point of view of the ecologist on the
described script is clear: reserve capacities also
impact the environment as well as constantly
operating. During their construction the occu-
pied areas are not smaller, maintenance of their
working capacity demands efforts and ecological
costs. And the most important — presence of
free capacities drive on production development
in region according to the extensive script. In
fact it is clear that nobody will spend money for
development of energy�effecient technology
when wires with cheap kilowatts hang behind a
window. 

Someone will ask: "And what's to be done
now? To stop production development?" We
answer: "not to stop, but to direct it in a little bit
other course — that is ecologists' proposal". The
problem of rhythmics, first of all seasonal, is
familiar to them not by hearsay. The nature has
found some beautiful decisions of this problem:
animals run into hibernation, migrate, make a
stock of fat for the winter. At first sight sounds
comically — hibernation is the last that is neces-
sary for, for example, Chelyabinsk factories and
Moscow offices — but let's all
of us analyze applicability of
the mentioned strategies to
energy consumption. 

"Hibernation", which is full
or partial switching�off of any
consumers for the period of
raised energy demand also
quite applicable. Why not? —
nobody speaks about stopping
delivery of electricity to the
underground, but, for exam-
ple, the paper or ball pens are
quite possible to do only during
the periods of night, week or
seasonal collapses. By the way,
"moratorium" for building in
Moscow region in severe winter
of 2006 is the typical example
of forced implementation of
such strategy. The network
companies already connect
some clients under the special
tariffs stipulating sudden

switching�off — such not reliable energy is
cheaper and means readiness of the consumer to
hear at any moment tender words "sleep, dear
compatriot". Summer residents with might and
main already use strategy of seasonal migrations
— people spend summer in the country, and in
warm apartments live only in wintertime.
Accumulation of fatty stocks with reference to
power is nothing else than accumulation of ener-
gy. And such technologies are already offered.

Technical decisions for inside�settlement and

even inside�house accumulation of energy, not

necessarily electric, are found but not yet used in

Russia. For example, forcing of air by compressor

installations into special receivers with the use of

superfluous pressure in rush hours for production

of heat, cold or electricity. Or production of

heat�accumulating stones (modern analogues of

Russian oven) for small shops�pavilions and stalls

which can be heated only at nights, using the

cheap electric power of night "collapse".

Such strategies allow to reduce in the future
amplitudes of energy consumption jumps and,
accordingly, to reduce the need for reserve
capacities. And when the transformer with
cheap "superfluous" energy will stop to buzz in
the ear of consumer, may be he will start to study
to save energy.
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Topic about heat and energy distribution 45

Those of us, who diligently studied at
school, probably remember physics les-
sons. For practical work on electricity it

was necessary to come with own batteries, and
kids had time to discharge them even prior to the
beginning of lesson, playing during breaks with
bulbs and motors. In the beginning of the lesson
dissatisfied physics teacher distributed battery
from school stocks to pupils and started slow
conversation on the Ohm Law, comparing an
electric current with current of water in a hose.
During the story it was found out that the volt-
age, for example, is like liquid pressure, and cur-

rent strength — like quantity of liters flowing in
conductor per second. And strength, quite logi-
cally, was compared with thickness of a pipe
chink — bigger chink means weaker strength.
Mysterious formulas from the textbook at last
started to be filled with sense, and George Ohm
with  "Mohawk" hairstyle, painted on textbook
page, and forever became one of them for chil-
dren. But we should pay attention of the reader
to the important distinctions between transfer of
the electric power through wires and transfer of
heat using water in pipes. 

Topic about heat and energy distribution



To estimate value of physiological needs of the

population in comfortable temperature it is possi-

ble to multiply number of each region inhabitants

on average duration and temperature in the heat-

ing period. Comparison of this result to the gener-

al energy consumption in regions shows, what part

of energy is used for comfort of premises and what

is intended for satisfaction of needs of production

or used in housing and communal services with

excess of objective people needs.

There are two most important technological
distinctions. The first is that effective heat
transfer is possible only
on small distances in
comparison with elec-
tricity. The matter is
that we transfer on
pipes of city heating sys-
tem not mechanical
work of flowing liquid
(similar to work of mov-
ing electrons), but heat,
which water loses at any
opportunity even with-
out infringement of con-
tour integrity — the
product will escape even
at consumers completely
switched off. As a result
of this discomfiture the
extent of electric mains
can exceed usual length

of the heating main in 20
and more times. The sec-
ond distinction is recur-
rence. Energy consump-
tion grows in the daytime
and reduces at night, and
heat distribution increas-
es in the winter and goes
down in the summer. 

Let's remind readers
that many capacities
working in Russia are cal-
culated for both heat and
electric power produc-
tion. Everybody has
guessed that in the sum-
mer during the periods of
raised energy consump-
tion the heat from these
sources will vanish for a
penny. A unique joy is the
opportunity to transfer

the electric power on big distances. It is really
possible to give superfluous electricity through
the wires dispatcher to whom it is more neces-
sary now. And if the distance is of no importance
the ideal would be theoretically achievable, and
the mixed capacities would be directed only to
heat consumption, and lack of the electric power
would be covered by hydroelectric power sta-
tions. However transfer of capacity through the
dispatcher is not easy, and sometimes absolutely
impossible invention. Therefore capacity is loos-
ing. Alas.
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The basic energy consumption gain in Russia in XXI

century is not the industry, as earlier, but services

sector and the population. In Moscow in 2000�2004

they gave 84 % of consumption gain, and the total

share of the population and household sector in

consumption has reached 63 %. At the same time

installed power per employee of premises reaches

100 w/sq.m. while in Finland with similar climate it is

17 w/sq.m. Thus the enormous part of energy con-

sumption growth of housing and communal services

is absolutely inefficient.

Careful research of thermal balances of cities

microdistricts shows essential overestimate of cal-

culated loadings and permanent "overheating" of

buildings. So the construction of additional thermal

capacities is not an actual problem, it is much more

important to put things in order in power circuit and

in distribution and consumption of thermal energy.

Even in more or less successful thermal facilities of

Moscow total losses in power circuit reach 14�15

%. In the whole country losses in power circuit have

grown from 8.4 % to 13.5 % for the last 15 years.

We have where to reduce, as in the developed coun-

tries loss in power circuit is only 6 %.

Comparison of dynamics of electric and ther-
mal generation in Russia with dynamics of emis-
sions of electric power industry and housing and
communal services shows that exactly switch
system is the weak point, including on ecological
impact.

Power engineers see the described difficulty
solution in separate production of heat and elec-
tric power. Huge power stations supplying the
whole cities with "collateral thermal product"
have really been constructed once with corre-
sponding scope, including for the needs of
defense complex maintenance. The tiny source of
heat, individual for each microdistrict seems
more adequate. Smaller extent of pipes will
reduce losses of heat at transportation. The
smaller amount of people will remain without
heating for the period of repair in case of damage
— this also will be very opportunely. But the
most important is that losses of capacity and
money will decrease by production separation: in
a winter severe cold power engineers will kindle
the thermal unit, and at shortage of electricity
"will drive dynamo away". Someone will ask:
"Hey, and will it be the heat losses, as before,
where the electricity is produced?" We shall
answer: "There will be losses on thermal sta-
tions." But, first, who told that will not be used

as today? — may be
not entirely. And, sec-
ond, losses decrease
(both power and
financial) in any case
means ecological costs
decrease.

Traditional prob-
lems of heat distribu-
tion are decomposed
power circuit and
steam pairs from

under the ground. The tiny streamlet from the
cracked pipe easily washes away huge cavities
under city building that quite often results in
breaks of streets or buildings. Critical lack of
skilled professionals among employees of thermal
power circuit is well known — in fact work in a

boiler�house, unfortu-
nately, is considered
as employment for
young poets like
Victor Tsoy or strong-
ly drinking misunder-
stood geniuses. Quiet
buzz of the current in
wires is interfered by
an icing and the strong
wind, resulting in
breaks. In the hilly
areas breaks of plat-
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forms on which power transmission poles place
are not rare. In the view of all above�told the elec-
trification of Sochi before Olympic games seems
to be not easy business — because there all men-
tioned phenomena have strongly pronounced
character. One more problem is not authorized
porting and cut of wires; struggle with such
actions can seldom be effective.

It is not necessary to repeat myths that our houses are

worse then western ones in five and more times, actu-

ally this is not the truth. Losses through barriers

(including walls, windows, doors) and overheating

exceed standard specifications in 1.5 — 1.7 times on

the average. But even with such losses no capacities

will be sufficient to heat the streets in twenty�degrees

frost. Heat also needs to be "extracted" in cities, and

not only on thermal power station. 

Change of consumption schedule from industrial to

household demands new structure of the equipment,

regulating devices and all infrastructure as a whole.

Now, though updating of living sector goes with speed

of 1�2 % a year,  even new houses are connecting up

without counters of heat consumption. Complicated

structure of power circuit that is not equipped with

means of operative control makes efficient manage-

ment of distribution system from the dispatching cen-

ter impossible. The network organization of heat sup-

ply means cooperation between participants, and

near to full confusion at present level of organization

(more exactly — disorganization) with Centralized

Heat Supply System division into independent and

quasi�autonomous blocks of controllability.

All of us, while waiting for friend late for a
meeting heard in the receiver the apologetic "I'm
in traffic jam"? — car jams are full of workers
and peasants, landowners and capitalists, photo
models, movie stars and ordinary audience. The
traffic jam equalizes rich and poor of all stripes,
and for everyone getting in it is something
inevitable and fatal. The same as the cracked
pipe Moscow "doomsday" (25.05.2005) or wire
cut off equalize rich and poor, fussy and slow
persons. And then because of the next breakage
the resourceful businessman and clumsy student
patiently freeze and wait for repairman coming.
And both of them at this moment are unable to
influence the situation somehow.

When the whole settlements freeze it is time
for traditional Russian "Who is guilty?" and for
investigation who is responsible for all these
troubles. The person who was late for a meeting,
certainly, should be in time, and is guilty himself
though he tries to convince friends that the traf-

fic jam is guilty. But concerning switch power
circuit we, strangely enough, will have to agree
with his point of view. And the matter is that the
private generating enterprise uses the state or
municipal power circuit for transfer of the goods
— the electric power or heat — to the private
consumer.

In Moscow power supply centers low�voltage out-

lets of transformers are underloaded and

high�voltage industrial ones are overloaded.

Substations and power circuit equipment need

reconstruction not less, than sources itself. When

efficiency and output of new steam and gas blocks

is higher specific emissions and environment

impact are lower accordingly. But efficiency of all

system, its cumulative ecological impact consists

of all elements. And accidents, as a rule, happen in

the weakest part. An infrastructure of power sup-

ply includes sources, switch centers and substa-

tions, preparation of the fuel, the branchy power

circuit. Each of these parts can be "weak". For

example, accident in Chagino has happened

because of overload of the worn�out transform-

ers. As a result, in addition, there was a massed

pollution discharge waste water treatment facili-

ties of Mosvodokanal. Total environmental dam-

age was not calculated and collected, only

because of lack of legal practice and weakness of

claims preparation. For the same reason collect-

ing such damage penalties is rare in case of

spawning places flooding at emergency switch-

ing�on the turbines of hydroelectric power station

when dispatchers should urgently compensate the

appeared deficiency of capacity. If ecological

control will be strengthened and legal practice will

be got the power engineering specialists

inevitably will have to pay for real, instead of cal-

culated (as now) emissions at peak regimes and

"unexpected" floods.

Neither the seller, nor the buyer has the
opportunity to influence the torn wire or rotten
pipe. Even if any altruist will decide carry out
repairs, he will not be allowed to do this. "Do not
work without official representative!" — such
flourish, i.e. tablet hangs on each pillar. Besides
the state now can carry out repair work both
independently and with the private repair com-
panies involvement. The few will try to predict
problems that will appear at such
private�state�private sandwich with a private
sauce. It is possible to say confidently only that
these problems will be.
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Topic about consumers 49

W
e already have discussed in detail
the damage to the nature caused by
energetics, and at last it is time to

talk of those for whom the nature is daily sac-
rificed. Motives of the authors who put this
question for separate discussion explains the
diagram below. It clearly shows that generat-
ing segment of not only have heard arguments
of ecologists, but also, having listened to
them, have reduced and continue to reduce
specific environment impact. The reason of

constant growth of energetics impact is that
energy consumption steadily grows.
Confusing is the fact that total ecological

impact of all Russian enterprises on each unit
of the energy consumed by them increases
every year.

Simple comparison of ecological costs at genera-

tion of energy (emissions, releases, waste of elec-

tric power industry for 1 kw*h production) and at

its use (the same emissions, releases…, but for

the economy as a whole on each spent joule) at

once shows the tendencies divergence. The main

problems of the Russian energetics lay in the

sphere of consumption.

On this place, bashfully looking down, many
readers will remember how they forgot to
switch off bulbs, air purifier in kitchen and
other household appliances. The potential of

economy is huge, and each
conscious citizen is obliged to
realize it as much as he can.
But civil consciousness
should not be the only argu-
ment in favour of economy;
the most correct way to
achieve appreciable effect is
to use the approved means —
the market mechanisms based
on material interest. The sad
truth is that today it is impos-
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sible because market is still not formed in the
Russian municipal services. For example in
case of raising the price for heat, nobody will
rush to put plastic windows, because at the
neighbor�alcoholic apartment all panes are
smashed, and everybody should pay equally.

Thus, the Russian housing and communal
services do not have enough competent indi-
vidual calculation of all consumed energy.

Many decisions in the field of energy saving

(warming of buildings, rerun of networks, new

power units, needless to say about renewable

energy sources), in present economic conditions

are hardly compensated. The matter is the combi-

nation of various factors: deterioration of main

equipment and its abruptly�variable operating

modes, the prices for power resources, extent of

the country and necessary scales of life�support

systems, climatic conditions of the majority of ter-

ritories of the Russian Federation, condition of

power mechanical engineering. According to

Ministry of Economic Development and Trade esti-

mations if we accept the EU countries energy effi-

ciency level as potentially achievable, the techno-

logical energy saving potential of Russia will be

380 million t.o.e. If we pose more realistic problem

of lifting the least effective energy consumers on

average for modern Russia level, energy saving

will be 180 million t.o.e. But Ministry of Economic

Development and Trade now have in its portfolio

real proposals only for 10�12 million t.o.e.

(Gavrilov V.V., Ministry of Economic Development

and Trade of Russia. Ecologically responsible

development of Russian economy: directions of

movement and risks on this way)

Other problem is that the consumer and the
supplier of heat or electricity are very often
similar to Robinson Crusoe and to Friday —
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they can quarrel, but cannot separate from
each other. If, for example, the consumer —
ordinary citizen — does not accept tariffs for
heat, he cannot start to buy it from other sup-
plier according to the market laws, because
microdistrict has only one boiler�house. The
city, certainly, can declare the tender and
charge management of a boiler�house with the
one who will promise the most qualitative
service at the lowest price. But, first, anything
promised is not always fulfilled, and second,
even if houses are well heated, always will
remain discordant persons —
for example those who tem-
porarily does not live in the
apartment and does not use
heat, but is forced to pay full
price. The choice of the heat
and energy supplier, as well as
the choice of the telephone
operator, cannot be one for all.
Suppliers are also in the same
ridiculous situation. They
almost always cannot discon-
nect the malicious defaulter
even if his neighbours pay reg-
ularly — because they are con-
nected to the same pipe.  

Besides, the certain cruelty
unacceptable for housing and
communal services is peculiar
to the free market. How it is
possible to disconnect, for
example, electricity or heat in
hospital, even in case of large
debts on payments? And for
the private companies operat-
ing heating systems the sim-
plest way of profits increase is
the economy on service and
repair that also is inadmissi-
ble. Ecologists call upon to
save, and for the consumer

energy economy is often
unprofitable — power�saving
lamp costs twenty times more
than ordinary one, and mod-
ernization of the equipment
at the average enterprise can
cost millions of roubles.

It is possible to develop the

effective policy of consumer

behavior ecologization (both

population and industrial con-

sumers), to estimate real poten-

tial of demand for production

made with smaller energy amount and, according-

ly, with smaller damage to the environment only on

the basis of real data about consumers reaction to

the offer of the goods with different power intensi-

ty. Having given to consumers conveniently organ-

ized information on power intensity of each prod-

uct, it is possible to receive reliable information

about the deliberate way of consumer’s behavior,

which scales of influence can exceed potential of

the most ambitious investors in tens times.
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And certainly, the economy is unprofitable
for suppliers. The seller always searches reliable
and large consumers, such, for example, as the
aluminum factory somewhere in a lower reaches
of Angara — promising huge capacities and no
rhythmics of consumption. If the dam does not
have enough water level for the potential large
consumer, any manager will advise to
raise it as soon as possible. 

Attempts to interest the
manufacturer in economy seem

doomed on failure, but who could
imagine fifty years ago that in the
civilized and free Europe tobacco
companies will finance propaganda

against tobacco smoking? This unexpect-
ed example proves that there is always a

way to agree by means of market meth-
ods. Only walker will overcome the

road.
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Last topic — managerial 53

T
his topic in our opinion is the most impor-
tant — it is necessary to begin with short,
but succinct formulation: till now interre-

lation of ecology and economy is not incorporat-
ed in documentation set of the designing cycle of
the Russian power facilities.

Ecologists have questions to present strategy
and to the scheme of power facilities allocation,
to investment grounds for their construction, to
projects, and also to Construction Standards and
Regulations and to other requirements set dur-
ing operation. Authors realize the inevitability
and necessity of continuous development of pro-
duction and technologies. All stated proposals
imply the cautious and careful attitude to this
issue and minimization of obstacles on the way of
technical progress. Inadmissibility of experi-
mentation in strategically important areas of
economy is also clear. Therefore decisions pro-
posed by us more often have already the practical
experience of use in Russia or internationally.
We recognize that certain persistence is peculiar
to managing authorities during transition to the
new operating mode; therefore administrative

mechanisms proposed by us, as far as possible is
optimization of state regulation schemes already
existing in Russia.    

From the position of "advantage" for the
energy supplier all consumers are divided on
large (able to sign and implement the long�term
contract) and the others. The reliable and large
consumer is the dream of the electric power sup-
plier, by which he is guided while planning cre-
ation and allocation of the new generations. But
during such planning it is necessary to take into
account that different industrial, transport or
municipal energy consumers already now (and
furthermore in the future) will be evaluated dif-
ferently from the point of view of hazard to the
environment and attacked by ecologists and pub-
lic opinion. Certainly, the concentrated public
campaigns will affect not only the enterprises,
but also power engineering specialists supplying
these enterprises with cheap resources. From the
ecologists' point of view it is better to ensure the
stable consumption level by institutional instru-
ments and tariff regulation and by flexible and
more essential than now distinctions in cost of
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day and night consumption, which yet is used
mainly for industrial consumers. For example,
active application of double�rate tariff for the
population and housing and communal services
stimulates transfer of the most power�intensive
units (washing machine, dishwashers) to the
night operating mode.

For evident comparison of the degree of dif-
ferent industries dependence on electric and heat
power engineering we use matrixes of
interindustrial "Expenses�Production" balance.
Industries in which power supply the role of the
electric power is great, are considered among the
most "electricity dependent" on the diagram,
and low annual fluctuations of the electricity
dependence parameter unambiguously demon-
strate the inability of appropriate branch group
to replace the electric power and heat by con-
sumption of coal, mineral oil, gas or other types
of fuel. It is evident that high electricity depend-
ence and low demand elasticity make nonferrous
metallurgy, housing and communal services and
chemical industry the basic lobbyists of low and

"non�market" prices for electric power engineer-
ing production.

Taking into account all above�mentioned it is nec-

essary already today to put the question, for

example, about payment of ecological costs for

escalating of coal generation in the east of the

country for ensuring the fulfillment of gas obliga-

tions of Russia to Europe and China. Such costs

should be included in the price of exported gas

because, selling gas, we indirectly sell potential of

Siberian ecosystems sustainability. As we incur

losses already today, let's sell raw material at the

real price.  

There are also additional arguments in favor
of the prompt adequate pollution assessment. In
view of increase of number of ecologically
responsible producers the rush demand for
"dirty" energy will most likely disappear very
fast, even during lifetime of the investors and
facilities created by them. And then — when the
world will enter the century of nanotechnologies
— oil will be stopped to use as the fuel at all, and

passers�by will turn
around and point a
finger at rare blun-
derers, still discharg-
ing exhaust gases.
Aspiration of Russia
to enter the global
economic structures
that remove barriers
and globalize the
requirements (WTO,
OECD, Kyoto
Protocol, Equator
Principles), and
"planting" of the
global markets, which
inevitable "player"
the energy sector of
Russia already
became, also promote
steady raise of ecolog-
ical compatibility
requirements to gen-
erating capacities.
The time has come to
decide which genera-
tions will be consid-
ered ecofriendly, for
example, in ten�fif-
teen years.
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The potential of energy�saving projects in the munic-

ipal sector, counted by Ministry of economic devel-

opment and trade for 22 regions exceeds potential

on energy generation economy also in other indus-

tries. Modernization of settled infrastructures is

finally not the question of new sources or "scientific

breakthrough", but the new technological way,

another level of social and economic interaction. The

developed power infrastructures are the precondi-

tion for complete use of energy carriers potential.

However, modernization of networks is more com-

plex than generations' modernization, and in all

investment programs these projects are at the

"tail�end". For example, power engineering special-

ists have prepared energy�saving projects for 848

mill. dollars (52 % of project proposals) whereas

these projects can ensure only 18 % of power

resources saving. Housing and communal services

can give twice greater economy for each dollar

invested in the project (Gavrilov V.V., Ministry of eco-

nomic development and trade of Russia,

"Ecologically responsible development of economy

of Russia: directions of movement and risks on this

way").

In this section, concerned with the direct deci-
sion�making, we once more return to the forecast
theme raised at the very beginning of this book.
And, first of all, we should pay attention of the
readers to the important
thesis that is obvious for
ecologists, but unfortu-
nately is non�obvious for
some investors: the prices
for emissions in Russia will
inevitably rise and will
reach the European level.
Everyone will pay full price
for pollution not because of
ecologists' wish, but
because pollution really
costs so much. And no most
skilful lobbying will rescue

projects at which acceptance this fact has not
been taken into account — even if it will be
unprofitable for the strongest and influential
people. They can only delay for some time adop-
tion of laws inconvenient for them, at the same
time loosing the trust of people and leaving bad
remembrance about themselves in minds of
descendants, but nobody can stop the process of
rise the price of emissions, waste, land and
water. And whether it is expedient to try?

Thus, from conversation about evaluations
and forecasts we turn to discussion of actions
that should be undertaken.

If we will correlate GDP production with the
unit of consumed energy and include the dia-
gram in the report to the "Big Bosses" senior
officials will get an optimistic schedule on their
tables. If at the same time we "forget" to sub-
tract an inflationary component of GDP growth
on 1 million tons of fuel equivalent the schedule
will demonstrate impetuous increase of energy
use efficiency (there is no this ruse in our dia-
gram). But if we will compare in physical units
tons of emissions and waste, cubic meters of
sewage or hectares of disturbed land it will be
found out that the same amount of integral eco-
logical costs in Russia arises from the lesser
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amount of made work, which primary criterion
is the consumed energy. 

This diagram shows that economic efficiency
of energy use increases, and explains why the
decision makers do not always orientate them-
selves in processes of technological and ecologi-
cal efficiency decline. Ability of economists "to
inflate financial bubbles" plays the malicious
joke with those who has got used to perceive only
figure with $ sign close to it. We receive pro-
gressively more profits, but at the same time we
lose progressively more ecosystems sustainabili-
ty. We already spoke about the Europeans, which
have ate their ecological safety away in the same
way and now entirely depend on ecological
donors — Russia, Brazil, Canada and Australia
— meanwhile conserving the nature for our-
selves and "for some guy". It is not necessary to
eulogize the valor of those who for the "econom-
ic growth of Russia" is ready to roll it into
asphalt. 

Before choosing the movement direction it is
necessary to orientate in the locality. In the same
way before making conclusions and turning on
the mechanisms of financial motivation of clean
productions and sanctions concerning dirty
ones, we should find out whom exactly, to which
degree and for what emissions amount should
bear the responsibility. The myth about exclu-
sive ecological irresponsibility of power engi-
neering specialists is based on unwillingness to
carefully analyze the origin of some civilization
benefits, including energy, and on sincere belief
that electricity originate from the socket. And
for explanation of our clue we will give some
curious example. As is well known the roof of the
main railway station in Berlin is made from solar
batteries. According to the idea of designers and
architects, grateful inhabitants of Europe
should be happy as children, counting up ecolog-
ically clean kilowatt�hours. In practice only
those are happy who do not know about ecologi-
cal costs at photogalvanic cells production — but
they are very high. However, if cells will be pro-
duced in China nobody will learn about the costs
even if Chinese people will try to tell — because
almost nobody understands Chinese in Europe.
What a real witty discovery.  

To right in the sphere of ecology, which means
real relieve of the essential part of payment for
ecological impact from electric power industry it
is necessary to redistribute the part of ecological
payments among energy consumers proportion-

ally to used electric and heat power amounts and
to the pollution made for its production.

From the ecologist point of view the electric

power industry is represented in the form of the

original "machine" which are carrying out the

"dirtiest" part of processing of power

resources into practically harmless and eco-

logically clean electric energy. It turns out that

all consumers of the clean energy de facto

"shift" the essential part of the ecological

responsibility on electric power industry, which

should pay for it by its own real money. 

This problem is solved with the use of matrix-
es of interindustrial balance, which drawing up
principles were developed by well�known econo-
mist Leontiev. It was specified who and how
many roubles of cost of consumed energy per
ruble of production have spent, and branch fac-
tors for all kinds of impact were then calculated
and the share of ecological payments that should
be shifted from power engineering specialists
shoulders on the consumers, impacting the
nature not directly, but indirectly — through
power consumption was defined. It is not correct
to say that the electric power industry stand to
absolute gain, because it should accept the part
of responsibility from coal, oil and some other
industries providing power engineering special-
ists with resources and equipment. However cal-
culations (see below) show that the gain exists
and it is rather essential.  
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Just as the Berlin designers, the resourceful
metallurgist in Russia can replace blast furnace
process by electromelting and find himself
absolutely clean in front of regional ecologists,
because power engineering specialists distrib-
uted throughout the country will pay for envi-
ronment pollution in this case. Someone will tell:
"But now he pays more for the electric power.
Raise the price — here will be also the payment
for ecological costs". The wish to increase the
contribution of ecological payments to the price
of energy is quite understandable and natural.
However now ecological payments in our country
make insignificant part of the power tariff, and
their change will not affect the behavior of ener-
gy consumers. 

But not everybody can pay any more if the
price will be essentially raised for the ecological
reasons — what's to be done, for example, with
concessionary categories of citizens? The
Government protects the population and forbids
raising the price for energy for needs of housing
and communal services — as ordinary payers we
express solidarity with the government in this
issue. Therefore it is necessary not to raise the
price, but to bring in the direct interline
accounts for ecological impacts between produc-
ers and consumers of energy that will make their
mutual ecological responsibility visible and man-
ageable even at the small amounts of transferred
payments.  

To the state as well as to the waiter serving a
business cocktail for the group of respectable
clients, it's all the same who of them will pay. It
is even easier both to the state and to the waiter,
when only one will pay for all. But if the restau-

rant is the meeting place of the real business
partners, they will not see anything shameful if
everyone will pay his cognac or martini, instead
of taking small coins from the pocket of power
engineer as it happens now.

Authors want to pay attention of readers to
very important nuance: the part of production of
this very metallurgist from the beginning of our
explanation will go to the needs of energetics. It
means that power engineering specialist should
pay for the part of "cocktail" of its ecological
impacts. The problem is to draw up for everyone
quickly and precisely the individual account in
which the mutual responsibility for the environ-
ment impact is balanced. For example, the
macroeconomic mutual clearing between all
industries with use of economic balances matrix
can give the exact answer to the question "who,
for what and to whom is indebted"?  

If in basketball championship table we will
present not the score (for example, 108:96), but
the difference (+12) of the amount of balls
scored and allowed by the teams, we can use such
table to explain the analogy with the matrix of
industries interline accounts for water use. The
difference in water volumes used during produc-
tion for needs of concrete couple of partners on
the technological chain is shown in matrix cells
instead of the balls. So, electric power engineers
have spent for needs of oilmen 1095 mill.cub.m.
of water more than oilmen for needs of electric
power engineers.

The similar matrixes can be calculated for the
basic kinds of ecological impact and used as the
base for recalculation of ecological payments
standards.
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In the calculated balance of responsibility for ecolog-

ical impacts between industries power engineers

should receive compensation from consumers for the

incurred ecological expenditures almost in all items

of expenses. For example, the electric power indus-

try should receive compensations of 73 % of pay-

ments for water use and remain "responsible" only

for the remaining 27 %.

The only exception is the parameter "Waste" on

which power engineers are indirectly responsible for

huge waste of the coal industry. Accordingly, one of

the ways of decrease of the "duty" mediated by con-

sumption of production with high specific waste for-

mation is reduction of the share of power stations

working on coal or target investment of this duty in

decrease of coal waste formation. 
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Balance of ecological responsibility of electric power industry 



On the basis of completed balances it is possible to

create the mechanism of concentration of ecological

payments of different industries in that part of a tech-

nological chain which impacts the environment for

needs of other parts of production. This is the real

reserve that can be pointwise directed for production

modernization. 

The analysis of balance after the year 2000 made in

dynamics has found out the tendency for smooth

decrease of impacts on the nature mediated through

other industries. There is ongoing evolutionary process

of alignment of "injustice" gradient. The direction is

right. Why should we wait tens years before self�orga-

nization mechanisms will do its part, instead of intro-

duction of the system of interindustrial interline

accounts for ecological impacts already today?

Redistributing the responsibility for ecological
impacts of fuel and energy complex, we will be
able to shift the part of ecological payments from
the power which is till now carry the can, on less
loaded shoulders. At last it will allow without seri-
ous consequences for technical progress to raise
ecological payments up to the European level — in
fact if we would make it now, the energetics and
housing and communal services would simply
choke. 

The received amount of ecological costs of
each production will already include indirect
environment impacts for the needs of power
engineers. It will not be simple to mislead such
parameter by organization of technical recon-
struction or "optimization of the personnel num-
ber" anyhow — in fact very often such optimiza-
tion are achieved by substantial increase of
machines and equipment use, i.e. by shifting
costs on energetics. We are not against novelty,
we only want you to really reduce ecological
costs, instead of "sweeping the dust under the
rug". 

Only after striking the balance of the redis-
tributed ecological responsibility among the con-
sumers it will be possible to fairly assess the
power engineering specialists responsibility,
because in any case different technologies of
energy development cause different damage to
the environment. It is high time to ask: "And
what's to be done with this valuable informa-
tion"? For the beginning — to put into business
use the information of those industries, compa-
nies and enterprises that "smoke, drain and

release" more than oth-
ers.  

As experts we express
readiness to answer the
question "Who is
guilty?" and have already
described how we plan to
do this. And we suggest
to answer the question
"What to do?" both to
professionals and the
public, having let them
know about our conclu-
sions. 

In this case it will be
not required to bring in
extra charges or to turn
on additional mechanisms
of financial motivation.
There will be enough to
indicate together energy
price in rubles and ecolog-
ical costs in percentage to
average for Russia, and
the consumer himself will
make all conclusions and
will act. To those readers
who doubt of wish and
readiness of the consumer
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to pay for nature protection we suggest to famil-
iarize with schedules of dynamics of some
Russian companies capitalization before publica-
tion of ratings of Independent Environmental
Rating Agency (ANO "NERA"), shown below. 

The program of informing on the ecological price,

carried out in parallel with informing on the usual

prices and tariffs for thermal and electric energy

can become the mean of research of consumers'

reaction on green component of energy cost, not

demanding risky manipulations with energy tar-

iffs. Such parallel informing can be implemented

in the form of calculation of ecological costs of

productions and transfer of kw.�hour and gkal. of

energy. Such price can be shown in brackets

(green figure near the money price) in the wide

range of documents — including in price stickers in

shops, bills, price�lists, offers. As an ideal the

value of the "green" price can be inserted in sys-

tem of bar�codes. In particular in energetics the

creation of such system of informing is quite real-

izable methodically and informational already now

on the basis of available reporting about environ-

ment impacts and experience of creation of eco-

logical ratings of the power companies. Parallel

informing in the usual and ecological prices will

allow to study the reaction of different groups of

consumers and the market as a whole on

prospects of introduction of ecological component

of the power tariff. Putting into daily use the infor-

mation on ecological compatibility of production

can motivate the great number of energy con-

sumers and to involve their funds in energy�sav-

ing. Investments in information campaign, adver-

tising and even forming of the fashion can become

the most effective instrument of accumulation of

funds for technological perfection of production

and energy distribution. 

Experience of the countries with the devel-
oped stock market and social reporting systems
shows that regular release to stock exchange
sites of the information about leaders and out-
siders of production ecologization and responsi-
ble attitude to local community results in growth
of capitalization of socially responsible compa-
nies and restrains the capital procurement into
problem businesses. 

For evaluation of the social�ecological infor-
mation influence on capitalization in Russia we
used daily updated on RTS internet�site data for
companies for which RTS and NERA evaluations
are exceeded. Monitoring was begun two weeks
before and finished three weeks after press con-
ferences with presentations of results of trans-
parency and ecological efficiency estimation of
the key country businesses (this date is marked
by vertical line). Average capitalization of each
company for this period is taken as 100 %.
Comparison was fulfilled in three groups: com-
panies which were noticed as revealing the
reporting or mentioned as leaders of one of eco-
logical ratings; companies noticed as "closed" or
outsiders of one of ecological ratings; compa-
nies, the information on which social�ecological
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Реакция рынка на публикацию экологических рейтингов
Stock market reaction to the publication of environmental ratings
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responsibility was not been presented to the
press. 

As you can see, mainly clever, kind and good
people live in our country, quite able to think not
only about themselves but also about the others,
and ready to motivate cleaner productions from
their own pocket. Even if these people are not
always kind and, God forbid, not so good, any-
way all of them do worthy cause, trying to earn
on negative ecological assessments of particular
companies. We will forgive them a sin of
self�interest that results in increase of the price
of ecologically responsible businesses and in
reduce of the price of irresponsible ones.

But nevertheless when the consumer decide
from whom to purchase, he may not see the over-
all goal, but address to cleaner producer only for
the reasons of conscience or wishing to please the
public and to raise trust to himself. Therefore
for faster and more effective decrease of ecologi-
cal costs of all Russian industry it is neverthe-
less necessary to appoint responsible persons and
to give them appropriate instructions. The expe-
rience accumulated by foreign countries and
international organizations tells us that for des-
ignated goal achievement it is most correctly to
apply the combination of authoritative�adminis-
trative regulations (quotas) of environment
impact and market mechanisms of circulation of
quotas surpluses. The essence of such approach
is that all enterprises are divided on groups
according to the region of their location, indus-
try to which they belong, and their production
technology. Each group gets the State sanction
to make the certain amount of negative environ-
ment impact — the quota. In case of the quota
excess the infringers are hit in their pocket.
However if someone from the group does not
keep within the limit he can buy the part of the
quota from the group�mate. The owner of the
most up�to�date factory, realizing that its fur-
ther modernization will cost much even without
that ultramodern production, will offer the
neighboring "small candle factory" to buy the
newer equipment in exchange for the part of the
quota. Or he will not offer — if will find the
cheaper option. Moreover, any bank can fulfill
such operation much more successfully that will
allow the financial capital to become the real par-
ticipant of environment protection process. At
present banks give money only for advertising of
tigers and pandas. Nobody will set the prices for
quotas surpluses — the market itself will set
them. The government of the country or region-

al authorities only have to publish the program
of annual quotas reduction for five or better for
ten years. In this case the group of businessmen
itself will find the weak spots in "ecological
defense" of the region, and systematically, and,
what is most important, — independently — will
eliminate problems.

Russian system of ecological permits, regulating

maximum permissible emissions�discharges for

each enterprise is only half step from the optimum

scheme of the state regulation. The only thing that

it is necessary to do is to refuse the INDIVIDUALI-

TY of standards setting for each enterprise and to

turn to setting the impact standards for groups of

enterprises unified by commonality of river basin

(for discharges of polluted sewage) or by spatial

closeness of group of enterprises forming

agglomerations (common "bubble" for atmos-

phere emissions). Such step is accessible organi-

zationally and technically for modern system of

nature protection standardization on the basis of

set of available documents with its volumes of

maximum permissible emissions and maximum

permissible discharges and the reporting accord-

ing to 2�ТП form. Keeping the state assignment of

quotas that conform to the Russian official state

mentality, such system will completely eliminate

corruption potential of the existing practice of

individual standardization of emissions and dis-

charges.

The same approach is applicable also for
reduction of energy consumption. For turning
on the mechanisms of self�regulation it is possi-
ble to use group schemes of power supply — the
supplier should provide for not each client sepa-
rately, but group of users (for example, medi-
um�sized city or country cooperative society).
And, naturally, general consumption for the
whole group should not exceed the standard set
in advance. As a result consumers themselves
will define the mode and conditions of energy
consumption, agreeing with those who did not
yet hear about coming of market relations and by
force of the habit spends the energy impractical-
ly. Such consumers will get help to study to save,
or will be disconnected for the infringement of
the contract on group resource using. It is neces-
sary to pay attention that those who is closely
familiar with each other, depends from each
other, and understands that everybody should be
sufficed will make a contract.

After administrative mechanisms enumera-
tion it is necessary to talk about the one who
should put them into operation. And notorious
Russian mentality brings to the idea that "some-
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one", instead of "something" should do this.
Because the law without the "sewn legs" can at
first be observed for the sake of appearance, and
forgotten on the sly and used occasionally only
for putting pressure upon objectors (something
like this happened, for example, with the prohi-
bition of spirits drinking in public places). And
the one, who personally is responsible for the
result will watch the observance of standards
and if something happens will prove his case up
to the uttermost. Denmark, for example, has
successfully functioning Ministry of environ-
ment and energetics. Why can't we use this bet-
ter practice, having established something like
the Ministry of energy saving — the modern
hybrid of the Soviet system of energetics super-
vision and the first Russian Ministry of environ-
ment in the system of the state regulatory?
Employees of this authority will be free from the
necessity to combine aspiration to raise the effi-
ciency of energy use with the necessity of
increase of this energy sale. And those who are
interested in generation growth (i.e., in growth
of sale, doubling of gross national product or its
increase at the order) will have to overcome the
resistance of new authority, each time proving
their case and coming back to discussions,
including described in this edition. The new min-
istry will save state budget money, achieving the
development of the power infrastructure only on

those sites where it is the critical necessity,
instead of the sites where it is convenient for the
investors for the prompt return of the money
invested in construction. In all civilized coun-
tries there is a practice of giving of the state
defender to everyone accused — so why not to
give the lawyer to our own nature without which
the life is impossible?

The point is not only that ecologists use ener-
gy, and power engineers consume wildlife
resources. Energy is generally one of those uni-
fied equivalents that can measure everything.
We have somehow forgotten because of the mar-
ket laws with their criterion — money (well, to
us it is pardonable after so many years of especial
Marxism, but in fact they in the West also sin)
about much more fundamental laws — thermo-
dynamic. And according to them it is possible to
measure everything, in calories also. And not
only amount of fuel equivalent and developed
energy, but even the biodiversity. But for ecolo-
gists it is easier and more habitual to do it among
species or in biomass. And if there is the univer-
sal equivalent it is possible to compare the things
seem to be incomparable, and to come to under-
standing that all of us with all technological and
social features are sitting in the same boat as
wild, clean or dirty, but our unique nature.
Another one will not exist.
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Conclusion

Energetics х Ecology = (Economics)2

In summary we would like to say once more
that we do not see insuperable obstacles for the
solution of the problems covered in this book. We
believe that everyone can understand the impor-
tance of care about the nature — our common
spacecraft — and about people — its passengers.
The hero of one well�known movie spoke on this
theme: "Look at the globe... in fact there are so

few of us... just some billions...  handful... And
may be, we generally are here only to feel people
for the first time as the occasion for love, yes?" If
he understood, the others also can? 

All dreams come true in our wonderful coun-
try. We dream about long and happy life for all
people in this country and abroad — this is really
not too much, isn't it?
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